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QUESTION PRESENTED

Is it a violation of (1) Equal Protection, (2) Due
Process and/or (3) Freedom of Speech for a State
Supreme Court especially where exceeding its
express powers as set forth in its own State
Constitution - to discriminate against attorneys and
especially attorneys in its State advocati-ng
unpoputar causes, through claimed inherent rule'
making authority, as promulgated and/or as applied,
by denying licensed attorneys the same fundamental
procednral and evidentiary rights- to a flir and
impartial hearing, and to appellate review, in
defending against license revocation, as are
otherwise conititutional rights provided by its State
Constitution through its State Legislature to all
other professionals, including physicians, and all
other occupations in its State?



LIST OF ALL PARTIES AND
CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

The caption of this Petition lists all
named parties, and the "Offi.ce of Disciplinary
Counsell' as the Respondent because it was
listed, over Petitioner's objection, &s - the
Petitioner in the disbarment proceedings
before the Hawaii SuPreme Court'

This further clearlY illustrates
widespread inePtitude evidenced
experienced below, for- in realitY
Respondent is the Hawaii Supreme Court'

This is true because in disciplinary case

after disciplinary case' listed as "Origirral
FroceeditrBi," thL Hawaii Supreme Court has
painstaki"giy explained tl"! the Offrce of
bir"iptioary 

- 
Counsel and its DisciPJinary

Boari are merely "creatures" of the Hawaii
Supreme Court, not agencies for instance,
instead "akin to special masters," with
therefore no independent legal capacity'

Moreover, the Hawaii SuPreme Court
Rules require that the Disciplittty poal$, no-!

ift" Office of Disciplinary Counsel, file all
charges and recommendations for discipline'

Petitioner here questions the listing of
the Offrce of Disciplinary Counsel, his
prosecutor, as the Petitioner below or as
^Respondent in these certiorari procee{iog.t'
having d.one so in this Petition only in

"o"fo""-ity 
with this Court's Rules, for

nowhere else in American law does it appear
the prosecutor's offrce or a special master is
listei as a party to a criminal or quasi-

criminal action.

the
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the
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PETITION FOR WRIT OF CERTIORARI

I. JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT

ThisCourthasjurisdictiontoreviewthis
Pet-ition, timely filed both electronically and mailed
to the iourt ott F"b".tary 25, 202I, wilhin 15O days

ioffo*i"g the Hawaii Supreme Court's S-eptember 28'
ZO|O Or?er denying reconsideration of its Original
Ftoc"eding Disbarment entered September 9, 2O2O'

AllFinalordersbelowaresetforthinthe
App""ai*, and. pursuant to Rule f4k)(il with a list of
;h;r; federal constitutional questions were raised.

This Court,s jurisdiction is based on Section

Lz;i(; J tttt" 
- zs of !h" united states cod.e,

S"pr"-" Corr"f R,tles 10(b) and (c) and 13(1), and

bOVfn-f9 related Orders entered by this Court on

March Ig, 2020 (extending frling deadlines) and on

Cp rii^i s, 
" 
;o;o 6;ifiti" s io.t'-Jttt re quire me nt s)'

II. AUTHORITATIVE PROVISIONS

The decision below is challenged based upon the

First Amendment ("Congress shall make no law ' ' '

"Urlagi"g 
the freedom o? speech"), and Section 1 of

;h; ffi""teenth Amendment "[N]or shall any State

deprive any person of life, Iiberty, or property
without due piocess of law, nor deny to any person

*iifri" its jurisdiction the equal protection of the

laws").

III. CONCISE STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Every State today regulates, by licensing
requirem"rrtr, various occupational and professional

ffi;iti"ners in its jurisdiction, as d-o T?ty of its
iiti", and. counties, pursuant to undeniable police
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powers to protect the general welfare of its citizens
and residents.

The Hawaii Legislature in Title 25 of its
Revised statutes entitled "Professions and

Ci.."putions," pursuant to its "IJniform Professional

and Vocationai Licensing Act" provides for granting
;d revoking licenses for State professions and

occupations, 
-ranging from_ barbers to physicians,

entrusting'subsiliary rule-making authority -to
,p..i"fir."d li."ttring [oards and commissions under

various administrative controls'

Included therein, specifically named are

acupuncture practitioners, athletic trainers, alarm
businesses, motor vehicle businesses, barbering,
beauty culiure, boxing contests, mixed martial arts
lottt"rtt, .u61" television systems, tele'
.o**nttications, cemeteries, funeral homes'

.hiropr..ti., coilection agencies, contractors, debt

adjusting, unaccredited degree gra_nting institutions,
A;;;;l iiygienists, dentistrv, dietitians,. dental
service 

-oiganizatiottt, electricians, plumbers'

electrologistJ, elevator mechanics, escrow

alporiioiies, hearing aid. dealers and fitters, health
.|i; professionals, marriage and family therapists,
g"tt"ti. counselors, massage, medicine and surgery'
il"rrtut health counselors-, mortgage brokers and

solicitors, real estate and collection agencies,

mortgage servicers, naturopathic medical
pru.tlti6ners, notaries public, nurses, nurse aids,
"nursing homes, opticians, pest control operators,
pttut*i.ists, pharmacies, physical tberapists, port

iiiotr, privai" investigators and guards, podiatrists,
Lngineers, architecls, surveyors, landscape

arc"hitects, psychologists, public accountants,

radiologisis, ieal estate appraisers, . real estate

["ok.rr" u.td salespersons, iocial workers, spee.ch

puihologirtr, audiologists, travel agencies, activity
'pronideis, undertakers, embalmers, funeral
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directors, and veterinarians.

This exclusive licensing authority is derived
from Article V, Section 6, of the Hawaii State

constitution mandating that "all executive and

ua*ittittrative offices, departments and

imt*"*"ntalities of the state government and their
respective powers and duties shall be allocated by
law among and within not more than twenty
principal departments in such a manner as to group

the same accord.ing to common purposes and related
functions."

TheHawaiiLegislature,pursuanttoexclusive
licensing authority, in section 9 of chaptet 26 of the
H"*.ii "Revised Siatutes created the Department of
Commerce and Consumer Affairs 

- ("DCCA"),

establishing a structure "to supervise the conduct of .

. 
- . profe"ssions," governing professional and

l..r1pu^iiottal licensing, "to protect the interests of
.orr*L*""r," inter alla, consisting 9f investigative
and. enforcement offi.cers, hearing officers, voluntary
specialized advisory committees, and disciplinary
boards.

The Hawaii Legislature, pursuant exclusive
constitutional licensing authority, in chapter 91 of
ift" Hawaii Revised Statutes enacted an

[d*inirtrative Procedures Act establishing Rules

;;;;;i"g the conduct, intet alia, of professional
Eisciplini"y p"o."edings embodying dug process and

ott "r 
.otrriit..tional safeguards protecting the_ rights

oi p"of"rsionals facing sanctions, including license

revocation.

ThoseAdministrativeRulesprovidenumerous
due process protections for those facing professional
and 6ccupati-onal license revocation,

Among such safeguards arel every
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complaint must be under oath subj_ect to. criminal
statutory penaltiesi delegated licensing and

revocation standards must be clear and

unambiguousi the DCCA must represent the public,

;;;";;lainantsi each grievance must be separately
i""uttigut.a and sepaiately triedi the maximum
ii;;;.fig sanction sought must be identified in each

Ai;;ii*" petition; investigators and hearing officers

;;J 
- 
n. ^ f"n fime and professionally trainedi

i""".tig"tors, hearing officers, and boards must be

free of conflicts of intere sti ex parte contacts -among
investigators, hearing offi'c-ers, and 

- 
boards are

prohibiled; licensees must be allowed to present

I"ia"".. and call and cross'exam witnessesi clear,

;;;;il;i"g, published frndings are required .before
air.ipiir*"' imposedi _ 

peer g_roup - specialized

*.aiutiottut and advisory boards requiredi

disciplinary proceeding! m.tsl be confidential if and

untif a hcense is revokedi and a nondiscretionary,
,6iltt ind.ependent direct appellate review is
guaranteed each licensee.

TheHawaiiConstitution,Articlelll,Sectionl'
expressly commands all State legislative lower shall
f.'L".t"rively vested in the Hawaii Legislature.

The Hawaii Legislature in turn, in the exercise

of exclusive rule-making authority ove_r licensing
u"l ai".iplining of occupations and profe.ssions, by

riui. .i"t.rt" hu"r delegated that responsibility to the

DCCA, which administrative reg_ulatory statutes
however are completely silent with respect to the

,#"luiio" of th; Hawaii legal profession, while
lic""rrittg and disciplining physicians, for instance.

Article VI, Section 7 of the Hawaii
Constitution does expressly grant its Supreme Court
power to promulgate rules and regulations-for courts
arelating - to process' practice, procedure and

*p".fti but ittut basic authority is expressly
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restricted in the same sentence to "in all civil and

criminal cases" " only in Hawaii courts'

Andwhilenoonequestionstheauthorityof
the Hawaii Supreme Court or any state supreme

;;;;; regulate practice and pro-cedures within its
state courts, ttrlt authority does not include

authority over the entire legal profession unless

;;;;;;d r* itt state constitutions or delegated bv

i"gittutine enactments, as most Members of the Bar

;;?i; f.guf services in all states totally outside of

court, as counselors and draftspersons, not litigators.

TheHawaiiLegislaturepursuanttoSection
602-1i of ltr Revised Stut.tt"t, expressly.recog-niz-es

ifr.t that limited rule-making authority of the

Huwuii supreme court was restricted to regulating
l"".tio"t within state courts, limited to

uat"i"irtration and not substantive rights such as

;;il;;;ess: "Such rules shall not abridge' enlarge'

"r-t'.,airy 
the substantive rights of any litigant, nor

;h" j;;i;"diction of any of the courts, nor affect any

statute of limitations."

The Hawaii Supreme Court following
Statehood nevertheless began to promulgat-e rules on

itt o*tt without legislativ" upp*o"al, regulating the

""tir" Hawaii legil profession, _including licensing

;;4 air.ipti"ing 
"of ^uttortr_"ys for conduct in and

onisid" .if cou"rt, with Members of the State

L"girf"t"re either unaware of such overreaching or

relativelY Powerless to object'

The Hawaii Supreme Court, in announcing

such ntoua substantive rule-making powers, usurped

i"girlutirr" u.rtho"ity -and 
overrode the provisions of

^th?- 
Hawaii Stut. Constitution by claiming self-

r.t"i"Sfy that it has "the ultimate authority ' ' ' to
o*r."E uttd 

"otttrol 
the privilege of the practice of

law in this state," Rule 1.1 of the Rules of the
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Hawaii SuPreme
Hawaii SuPreme
power" doctrine.

entitled "AuthoritY of
the so-called "inherent

Court,
Court,"

Yet American history and practice shows state

supreme courts have never had such exclusive
;ititt"rl"t" or "ultimate" authority over t4" legal

";;T;;;n in the United' States, which has instead'

;;;;;-thit day, been disputed bv, if .not shared

;;it-, ;t.1" legislatures, state bar associations' the

e*"i'i.." Bari.ssociation, law schools, and even the

;;;;;;i p"Ufi. itself, individuals claiming the right
io hire whoever they want to, to advocate their
rights in court, whether licensed or not by a "nanny

state".

In colonial times there was no formal licensing

o" disciplining of attorneys-, looked upon more like
trad.esmen, merchants and businessmen' with no

i;;;;l- Iegal training, controlled merelv - bv

"lp"t"ti"" 
?"d performance in a fr99 marketplace'

un^a .otrrtitutional rule-making provisions similar to
that found in the Hawaii constitution, supIa, were

i"L-pt"t"a as Hmited to rules reg-ulating !h";"tu.ti."" of courts as regards forms, the operation

;J;i6.t or-processes, and the mode and time of
proceedings.

By the middle of the 19th century there were

over f OO law schools who began !9 - 
a-cquire a

pr"t"i"""t rote in attorney licensing, which led to the

istabtishment of ed.ucational standards eventually
.""lr"iii"g legal profession admission throughout
the United States.

Local bar associations before 1870 were mostly

social groups, when in 1870 the Association of the
g; 

"f 
Th. biiy of New York emerged to advocate for

;tt";"y reguiation, and over 1,100 b-ar -associations
*"t" crealed by 1930, being called upon to

6



organize, discipline, ?ttd profess.ionalizg,lawyers'
."ilt"itiitg licensing by overseeing requirements

;;;;;A;;;-"..a. -i. f.trricttlum, librarv facilitie s and

;;iliJititv of full time facultv, wlriJe 3t tlq same

li*" pr"t.,tting lawyers from being falsely criticized.

In all of American history there h?t never

been any agreed' ultimate or inherent authority -of
stateSupremecourtstocontrolandtoregulatethe
;;;.-bgul ptoi".sional although many have argued

;;, and" *brt recentl,y a join-t .e{fort by bar

.tto.iuiiottt, law schools, state legislatures' state

,rrpr"*" courts, and the general public to do so'

The licensing and disciplinary models in use

today;;;y from stite to state, from broad control by

;;# t"gistat.rres such as in California, to the other,

Hawaii "*tr"*", 
the complete judicial regulation of

;h; bg"I profession by th.9 Supreme- Court in the

;;;t;; t; its self-dLscribed, mistake-n "inherent

;;h;ttty ,' fn i" Trutk,46 Haw' 404, 415' 380 P'2d

lil,ise (rgog) ("the p-rimarv p,o*9t. i1 th,1t respect

rests with the court and not the legislature"/'

The Hawaii SuPreme Court has thus

established, through its dnn rule-making'-a licensing

;;J dir;iphnary Jcheme for attornevs that on the

,.,rfu." ut l"url"in form tries to closely mirror-that of

tft. bCC A, supra, promulgalil-g profPssional rules'

creating a prosecutorial- Office of Disciplinary
b;;;i ("o^-oC') , a P.eer review oversight

Oi*Tpi*ary Board. ("Board) consisting of attorneys

;;al;btic"members, and' .aP a final step itself the

..t"i1 aisciplining bod'y, givlng what has amounted

;;;;Jt "iur." 
r"eueve window dressing -purporting

iuittt.tt, impartiality, and adherence to due process

protections.

While ultimately it is less important who

controls an attorney-regulatory scheme than

I



how fair and impartial it is, not only are Hawaii's
ii; *pu"ui" Uut supposedly equal systems for

ii."".i"g utta air.iplining attorneys ve_rsus licensing

;;f"*6nals such as p[ysicians neither explained
^nor j"stified, but in practige that dual system treats

attorneys preludiciaily differently in violation of an

;il;;;;;t ^r""au*ental constitutional rights' when

;;;p;d, fot examplg,lg ^th" 
separate disciplinary

,t""auras controllin-g occA revocation proceedings.

AndthatisthegravamenofthisPetition,for-
whatever the appeu".tr-". of propriety of the order of

Disbarment set^forth in the Appendix,. Exhibit 1,

b"ni",, constitutional fair and impa-rtial hearing
rights were savaged in a manner totally repugna,nt

to" the First uttd' Fonrteenth Amendments to the

United States Constitution'

By way of background,-Dubin, 82, graduated

,u--i"ru-"Iaude with an A.B. degree in 1960 from

tn. 
-u"i"ersity 

of southern california, earning his

J.D. degree ium laude from New York university
s.hool o? Lu* as a Root-Tilden scholar in 1963.

He has been a Member in Good Standing of
the California State Bar since 1964, the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals since L964, this Court since

tSlA, und fulfiIlea in the educational and character

,uqrrir"*ents of the State of Hawaii and studied for

;;=iin.,..d thu Hawaii State Bar Examination and

u""u*" a Member of the Hawaii state Bar in 7982

il;;-;"lttuti"g to -Ionolulu after a nationwide
pi..li* in lendir liability, as the field was called at

the time.

Dubin in more than half a century has never

been found to have violated any ethic,al duty to any

ctient in any jurisdictions, exc-ept for- the To,tt recent

ii.*.ii aisciplinary eve nt challe nge d hereinb elow.
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His heretofore unblemished ethical record has

extended to his early law teaching -c-areer 
at

S;;;?;;J, Berkeley, Denver, Harvard, USC' UCLA'
i;;;r, and the RAND Corporation, always- found to

U"'"i'good .hu"ucter, !"i"g also admitted pro hac

vice i" state and federal courts in Oregon'

W"rtti"gton State, Arizona, Nevada, New York' New

i;;;;"d Tennessee, again without ever being

lir;ifii""a ror any ethical violation involving a client

;;;y;e else in any of those other venues either'

Dubin's diverse legal career has also included

employment with Covington and Burling in
iry;:iii"s6;, D.C., assisting Supreme 9o-"tl Justice

Wifiiut""O. bouglas, head.ittg u nationwide Criminal
Justice Courts iask Force appointed by ?resident

6;;;; e. io1t"ton devel-oping National Standards
-u"a couls for America's courts, arguing_before the

i"t"r".tional Court of Arbitration at the Hague, and

"r-. ".iional 
radio talk show host for the past eight

V".r.-?""1"ring foreclosure defense issues -- again

wlttto.tt ever being disciplined in any of those venues

either.

Dubin moved his national law practice to
Hawaii in 1982, becoming a Member of the Hawaii
StateBar,andbeganwhatnootherattorneyin
Hawaii was successful in doing, sustaining a

foreclosure defense Practice'

Traditionally, homeowners would buy or

refinance their homes, signing promissory notes and

;ffia".. tt. mortga_ges -would be recorded and

tn" pirftissory notes placed in the lenders' vaults

""1if^ 

- paid, and if the homeowners had any

Jiin."f'ti", i' paying, both the homeowners and their
b;;;;;, ,tt"ut "tt"fthbothoq4 banks, savings ang

i;;;;;-or *edit unio"ns, wogl{ meet and trv to work
out an accommodation, called a work out, with both

h;;*g ,orrt"ut interest at stake in protecting their

9



relationship, the collateral, and the homeowners'

equity simultaneouslY.

However, some 25 years &8o' som9. banks

decided to experiment with "securitizatiort," where

mortgag". *"rl- trurrrformed into securities, sliced

and diced', urrd trad'ed among- -investment 
banks

."""i"g variously as trustees and loan servicers'

FollowingthegllattackontheWorldTrade
Towers, 

-iftu 
U.-S. Treasury Deqaltment' responding

;; th;' "n*..ittg 
hnancial ciisis, seized on the

opportrr.tity to li*n start the national economy by

"-ti""r.G 
" homeori,,""' equity otherwise j"q!

Iil;;;ily -sitting there t'nused, lttd gave its full
support to seciritization as did Congress with tax

incentives, and so began a new era in mortgage

lender.

However, various state laws governing

nromissory notes and mortgages were designed for

;h;l;;ditlonal lending model, ill e.quipped. as were

iiiil X.tion's judges,"to deal with securitization,

;d.h created" an" entirely new industry _neither
Ji..ior"a to borrowers nor understood by {ederal or

;;6 judges l" "pptving 
centuries old English

propertY law.

The securitized secondary mor-tgage market'

as it is someti*.t .uttud', grew so rapidly ts a virtual
ffi;;;"""d--casino *hut" close to 100 million

mortgages ln one form or another were being

;;;r6"ily traded and sold to investors without any

regulatory tnp"""ision and were being solicited with
Iittte if any "tll"tio" 

to whether a homeowner could

urrora-ttte" loan, and rewarded initiators who upon

imm"di.tefv tradfi their mortgages iecame free of

;;-f*;".i"f ontigitions, with in effect no further

haLitity for the first time'
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The result was predictable' A flood of
for".lo*ntes followed in st-ate courts, leading to the

fvfottguge Crisis of 2008. Most homeowners were not

;;ffi;f the fact that most securitized trusts had

mri-in"o"gfr carelessness or had for convenience

pf"..J "" iricrofiche and destroyed their promissory
-""i"t 

u. well as mortgage assignments if any' which

ied to the creation of-a*miet of robo'signers signing

""anotarizingphonyre-creationsforfilingfalsely
""a"r 

oath in court uttd *ith state recording offices.

securitization had become a multi-trillion'
d.ollar business, with the federal_ governmelt fully
u*u*" of the problems, however being on the hook

for having grrututteed most of the mortgage loans'

and as a result the federal government, th9

securitized trusts, and the loan servicers worked

;;ilh;;- lo hide' the true facts from both the

American people and the courts, while -preoccupied
;;li;t ""t investment banks to avoid what was

f.ii*.a to otherwise become an even largely threat
to the national economy-

"Big Law," consisting of leading Wall Street-

connected 
"law dr*r, fi.nanced in the hundreds of

;;[i;; according to press reports, were immediately
hired to cover ui what in many instances had been

.rnaerlying predatory lending, consisting of false

;;;;iffi., fult" Ioan applicati-ons, and false "no'doc"

ii'#ncial statements, as well as lost or otherwise

"-o"."i't""tloand'ocumentation,muchofwhichhowever was required. by the common law and the

UCC before t"ttd"rs could foreclose under traditional
state laws.

Beinghonestwithourcourtsandborrowers
was "ppu*E"tlv 

never- considered to be a viable

"ptio"'ri 
long as tteeded. documents could be falsifred

u'na pt"aator-y lending successfully- covergd tp' After
;ii; ;".t homeo*r"ir in default could not easily
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be expected to afford lawyers and few lawyers or

i"ag"t were trained in or understood the newer

skills and ""p"rti." 
that would be needed for

foreclosure defense'

Foreclosure judges were ill'prepared for such

,rorr-truJitional forecl6sures and nether w?s the

traditional law o"-ift" bookg, and Big Law' Fannie

M;;;" F;JJi" nru., and HUD teamed up to retain

Iocal law firmr-i"'each state, unfairly _pejoratively
;;;J ,iforeclosure mills,' to record and to present

iil#"-f"ft" do.n*"tttt in state courts' fr{!v
bh;.;;hy f*-bii"arv raking orders from frankly
crooks.

Whileafewattorneysineachstate'contacted
by homeo*rr.r. iacing foieclosure since 911' have

tii.a to help, ttot ottty Lull" thev found themselves at

a comparative Jit"a'"t"t"ge financlalll.against the

f"r;;;t; milts being supported !v -9lA 
Law and

Fannie Mae, 
'-f'tlaaiZ Mut, and HUD in the

;;;G;";a; b"; ut*o't all of them with a few

exceptionrrr"rr"r""a""ttood'securitizationinorder
;;;-Jil to help' ,'o' *"t" their foreclosure judges

."*pt.ft."ai"g Jittt"r what was really going on in

the unde*grorrid secondary securitized marketplace'

As a result, the war against foreclosure

d.efense attorneyt, i"d by state attorney regulatory

;;;;;., n"g.o and a foreclosure defense practice

il-;t; 'UniIteJ' States became and still is an

i"tt.t""tfy dangerotts enterprise in lhul clients

i;;td- io"Jor.rr" are oft"tt understandably

emotional wrecksi moreover, -thgy- 
rarely fully

;;;;;i;;d the legal svstem, and if thev lose' some

are instinctivety 
" pto"" to turn against their

attorneys, viewing their own counsel as- just a part of

wh"t ttt"y p"t.Ji"" to be a rigged 
- 
system' or

otherwis",o*-"arejustdishonestandbelievethat
il^" 

'**pf.i"i;; " and embarrassing their

t2



attorney they can at least get their money back'

Previously, foreclosure judges in Hawaii as in
most 

-states nua merely asked homeowners and

"o-rtr"".ial 
owners in foreclosure proceedings if they

were behind in making monthly mortgage payments'

recognizing few if any foreclosure defenses'

In the years that followed his moving hig

lender liability practice to Honolulu, Dubin created

the fi.rst suc."$f.tl foreclosure defense practice in
Hawaii and. in the process became very controversial
;J 

"""V 
vulnerable to regulatory ab_use,-ironically

due to hi* ,r.,.."ss as well as the hidden dang_ers in
representing the general public in foreclosure

defense.

Hawaii is a small State; the Hawaii legal

community even smaller. There are, for instance,

,"*":"agLs in California than there are litigators in
the 

-Haliaii, 
less than a few hundred appearing

regularly in our courts.

Moreover, Dubin started his Hawaii law
practice as an outsider, not having previously
-uti""a"a local schools nor having family members

who were or who had been Hawaii attorneys or

Hawaii judges, otherwise often important
cred,entials in imall legal communities'

Therehavebeenatleastthreemajorreasons
why O"fi" became controversial, leading. to his

reclnt disbarment: his appellate practice, his radio

show, and ironically his increasing public support'

First,initiallyHawaiitrialjudges,bothstate
and federui, *"r. largely unable to free themselves

i;;; feeling bound to prior local and national
esiablished 

-case precedent that unfairly prejudiced

frl*"o*"ers in fo-reclosure cases, which finally led

13



Dubin to seek the help of both state and federal

appellate courts, including this Court'

In the past twenty, -years' in -addition to

pr.rruilirrg i" ui-frrst over fifi' low-level nonjudicial

foreclosure .ut"t, and then in both judicial

i;;;;i;;"'" triJ;;'both jurv and bench tried' and

ir;;il6-for his clients,-Dubin be_gan to achieve a

remarkable, ,ttpt"."aented nearly ong hundred

"pp"lf"i. 
victories for homeowners, some legal issues

taking him more than ten years and numerous failed

;;p";1,;-b"ro". finallv changing "?4{ 
appellate case

oiJ..a"rrtr, with- *utty ot[ei of his appeals still
;;;td;"d".iti;;, *o'i of which consumer appeals

i";;i;# fo"""tot""" defenses, set forth below for

."ut"pf" in reverse chronologig?l -order' by case

;;;;.ut" citation, and Year decided:

2021 -' Cambtidge Manageme4!, -Inctu',Nicoile
Jadan, H-awaii 

- 
S.tp"uite Court, SCWC- J7-0000176

(F";;;ury 16, 2021) (decided in his client's favor

;?t* 
- -Dlbirr,, 

recent disbarment)i Wilmington

3;;"gt i"ia Societv vs' 
- 
RJ'an' Hawaii Supreme

court, '-' P.3d"':::,5ozl wi riss54 (Januarv !4'
;O;i;'(de"ided in ftir client's favor after Dubin's

recent Disbarment).

2020 PennyMac Corp, u', Go1lin9z 748

Hawai'i 323, 474 P.3d 264 (2020); U'S' Bank Trust'
-iA.,- u, irustee for LSF7 Master Patticipation
ni& i. Verhagen, L48 Hawai'i 322' 473-P'3d 783'

2Oz0 WL b948it7'tapp. 2020; U.S. Bank National

Association ur- Truti"" fo' CSMC Mottgage Loan

Trust 2006-7 v. Compton,L+8 Hawai'i 275' 472 P'3d

ii,--zoz0 wL 
-srdzosr 

Gp^p 2020);" ff!:!,,::
Association of Apattment Owners oI trawailan
Monarch, L48 Hawai'i 1, 466 P'3d 399 @OZ0;-niiiiUSA 

Federal Credit [Jnion v. Mona]im, I47,

Hawai,i gg, 464i.ia AZf QOZO); U.S. Bank National
Association, as Trustee for Hatbotview Mortgage

t4



Loan Trust 2005'16 v. Thede, 146 Hawar't 235, 460

F.sa 840, 2020 wL 16e5145 (App.- 2o?q:-q-1.-Bank
Nutionui Association as Trustee for SARM 05-19X5
i. in"a", !46 Hawai'i 235, 460 P.3d 340, 2020 WL
fO8tr6i' 6pp. 2020); Hawaii National Bank v'

Chiravunoo,-146 Hawai'i 118, 456 P'3d 191, 2020

WL, aggg68 Gpp. 2020.

2OIg Matter of Trust Agreement Dated
June 6, 1974, as Amended, 145 Hawai'i 300, 452

P.td 2g7 e}I$; WeIIs Fatgo Bank, N'A' v' Pierce,

1[+ nu*ai'i 436, 443 P.3d I28, 20Lg WL t254039
app- iorg); Wilminston Sauiys:s-Fun4 F:"':!f' FSq'i'it ini, L44 Hawai'i 430, 433 P.3d r22, 20Lg wL
z 8g[e6'14pp. 2019); PL ill, LLC v. Puu Lani Ranch
Coro. 144 Hawai'i 385, 442 P.3d 448, 2109 WL
iialbog Gpp. 201e); U.S. Bank National
Aiociation i iung Hoon Kim, I44 Hawat1 383, 442
p.gd 446, 20tg WL 2205680 6pp. z}Lil;.-B^ank of
Haiai| v. Marques, I44 Hawai'i 379, 442 P '3d 442'

iotg WL zoazs+e Gpp. 2019); Association of
Iiurt-"nt Owners of Terrazza/Cortebella/Las-Erisas/Tiburon 

v. Lopez, I44 Haw' 5, 433 P'3d 662'

t0i9 H"w. App. lnXtS 34, zo1s WL 336919 (2019);

W"At Fargo,-N.A- v- CoIe, I44 Haw ' 6, 433 P '3d 444'

zilg U"*l App- LEXIS 35, zors WL 351213 (2019);

7n ,t Davis, i4+Hu*. 65, 435 P.3d t079,2019 Haw'

&;. Lnxrs 84, 20rs wl-,--e-677ee QoLe); Bavview
ioi" Servicing LLC v. Woo/s, 2919 Huy' App'
I,exfS L22, 201'.9 wL 1254039 (201il; In re Trustees

;i"; the WiII of Estate of Campbell, -20L9 Haw'
App. LEXIS tgz, 2019 WL 1292282 (20t9 '

2018 " Fedetal National Mottgage Association
v. AmaraL,742 Hawai'i 356, 418 P'3d 1212,2018 WL
z"zsaSr Qotil; WeIIs Fargo Bank M.A. v. Behrendt,
i+z1g.u*.37,4L4 P.3d 89-(2018); Bank gf New York
iutittoo v. si ,lin", CAAP'17-0000436 Gpp. 2018);

i.S. Bank frrti i.'Schranz, CAAP-17-0000519 (4pp'
iOi8l; HSBC Bank LISA v. Battolome, 2OI8 Haw'
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Aon. LEXIS 285 (2018); tl'S' Bank v' Kotak' 2018

ii#. ";;;- {6[ (zora); wilmington-f:yilry^ Fund

s"iiity-T. Riopta, ?0!q Itl*' App' !qxls^?zl' 2078

ffi, zdzstai boig; U.S. Bank v' Swink, 20L8 Haw'

App. LEXIS 
"i26,-- {gtt W" 27L485t (zors);

'ibilt"rii" 
Chatse 

'Bank y' Rundgren' -2018 
Haw'

Cpp.--r,Bits 228 (zore); MTGLQ Invgstgrs v'
-E'r'iiouo, 

2018- Hu*' App' LEXIS 226' 2018 WL

;;;g;8;'(z-org); Fannie lvIa" v' Amaral' 20rB Haw'

d;.-iexrs 224 Qo18); BIy"- Mountain Homes v'
'F;s",-l+z Haw. g54, ?018 IIu*' ApP: -T,qXIS 

210

izli6>; nsaC bank us'a v' Moote, 20r8,HuY' ApP-:

LEXIS Lb6, L4; ffu*- ZLl, 416 P.3d ggr (ZOr8); U.S.

B";i v. Fergerstrom, 2.01q Haw' 4pp' T,FXIS 180'

ZOiA WL 211:00?9 (ZOfg); Bayview Loan Servicing v'
-iiuri, 

zo16 d;. App. mxls L62 (2018); Bank of
n iiii u. Ki-i, cAAi,-17-00007L2 QoIs); Sakal v.

Association oi' Apartment Owners of Hawaiian
-Monarch, 

143 Haw. zLg, 426- P'3d 443' 2078 Haw'

App. LEXIS ;;e; -ioia,wL 3583580 (zors);
^P'"'o'nyAut 

Corp. v.' Ttauis,.143 Haw ' 329' 430 P'3d

sgo,rots Ha; App. LEXIS 466,2018 wL€074792
iiOig); Isiociatioi-of Apartyent Ownets of Centurv
'e;;;;, 

u. Youii rtu Ai, 143 Haw ' 523' 432 P '3d 2'

ioiti- L.nxls ti.*. App. 501, 2018. wL 
- 
6]16879

6ote): Rt*irei v. Auiota Loan Setvicing-' 1-43 Haw'

si[,-isip.ga g-, zors LEXrS Haw. App. IjExIS 507,

2018 WL 6804f'40 (2018); Bank of New Yotk MeIIon

T witi't,1aa H;; . 525, 432 P'3d 4,,2018 Haw' App'

r,nxrs 509, 2018 wL 6818681 (2018)'

2017 -- Bank of America, N'A' v'--!I-iya.ke' 139

Hawai'i +ZO, ggt P'3d L248, 20]6 ry! !-548347
(t01ii- i.s.'Bank v. Mattos, 140 Haw. 26, 398 P.3d

Frr i'dOr t>; -nSbC Bank U.SA v. Yamashita, 2017

H;;. 
- App LnxrS +ez Qott); Deutsche Bank

Nutiooui n"it Company v. Garcia,.2077,Haw. App.

LEXIS 322, ii{f 'wr zazgssa Qott); Bank of
,q,iZi"u ,. ?J:anap'ro-0000128 Qott); u's' Bank-;:Wnsht,20{i 

Haw. App' LEXIS 270' 2017 WL
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z7sb6s4 Qott).

2016 -' Association of Apattment Owners of
Centurv Centet v. Young Ja An, 139 Haw ' 278, 389
p.ea rif (zorG); Mount-v. Apao, 139 Haw' 167, 384

i':il D68 (4 dott.onaated Separate Appeals 2016);

Federal Home Loan Mortgage corporation v. _Moote,
,016- Hu*. App. LEXIS 

-sI+ Qorc); First Horizon
Home Loans i.- Gali"a' 138 Haw. 142, 377 P'3d 1060

hpn- 2076); Bank of Hawaii v' Mostoufi, 138 Haw'
i;i; 3ii p.sa 105e 6pp. 2016); Association of
Ipirtm"nt Owners of Centuty Centet .v' Nomura'
rss Haw. ti7-,- ezt P.3d 1059 Gpp. 20rd;
Tssociation of Apartment Owners of Centuty Centet
-i.- 

fnui Hawaiian Massage, Inc., I38 Haw' I40, 377
p.ed 1058 Gpp. 2016); Bank of New York MeIIon v'

Ti^rrugu, 13^fi H;;. 5r, 375 P.3d t289 Gpp' 2016);

Iiii"i"7io" of Apartment Owners of Century Center

fnc. v. Nomrrai 138 Haw. 51, 375 P'3d 1289 !4pp'
ioig>; JPMorgan Chase Bank v' Benner, 137 Haw'
iia,' g7z p.5a 358 6pp. 2016); Association of
Ipartm"nt Owners of Century Centet fnc' v' Young-"fi 

,qi, rgz rd*-.- zo+, 366 P.3d 1083 6pp'-2016);
UE Eank v. Smith, 2OI5 Haw' App' LEXIS 617
(zoro).

2015 '- Takushi v BAC Home Loans Servicing'
LP, 2OL5 U.S. LEXIS 634, 135 S. Ct. TL52, 190 L.

na. Za 909i Santiago v. Tanaka, 137 Haw' 137, 366
p.ga 612 e0t5); Mount v. Apao, 136 Haw' 3-65, 361

P.tJ L268 6pp. 2010; Hawaii National Bank v'

iiiruyunoo, i5o Haw. 372, 362 P'3d 805 Gpp'
2015).

2014 Lee v. Mortgage Electtonic
Registration Systems, Inc. 0n re .. Mortgage
-El\ctronic 

Regiitration Systems (MER)), 555 Fed.

Anox. 661, ZOt+ U.S' App. LEXIS 2019, 20L4 WL-giigig 
QotD; Krog v. Koahou, 133 Haw'- 186, 324

p.gd 996 (2014); Pappas v. Duran, 134 Haw' L79,
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339 P.3d 533 (App . 2OI4); Tanaka v. SSntiago, L33

Haw. 510, 331 P.ga 488 Gpp. 2014); '4netican
Sauings Bank v. Riddel,134 Haw. LL4; 334P'3d 777

Gpp. }OtD; Federal National Mortgage Association'r.Eroi", igg Hu* . 452,330 P.3d 39b Gpp .2014)'

2013 Scroggin v. Mandatin Otiental
Management ftISA), 129 Haw. 106, 294-P '3d 1092
(ZOfgI Karpeles Manuscript Library v. Duatte, I29
iiaw. 90, zgAp.sa 1026 6pp. 2018).

2012 fsobe v. Sakatani, 2012 Haw' App'
LEXIS 587, 2072 wL 1951332 QOLZ); weLls {argo
Au*-". Mirkley,126 Haw. 265,269 P'3d 800 Gpp'
20tD.

201I -' Low v. Minichino, 126 Haw ' 99, 267

P.3d 683 Gpp. 201L); tI.S. Bank v' Salvacion, 20II
Haw. App. mXtS 3s7 (2011).

20Og State v- Bereday, 2009 Haw' App'
LEXIS 246 QO09); Doe v. Doe, 120 Haw. I49, 202
p.Bd 610 (App. 200e).

2008 -' Bank of Hawaii v. Shinn, I20 Haw' 1,

200 P.3d 370 (200t); Movte v- Y & Y Hvup Shin
Corporation, 118 Haw. 385, 191 P. 3d L062, amended
200'g Haw. LEXIS 205 (ZOOS); Western Financial
Bank v. Raras,2008 Haw. App. LEXIS 313 (2008)'

2006 -' 808 Development, LLC v' Murakami,
111 Haw. 349 (ZOOO); Mohr v. Ing 2006 Haw' App'
LEXIS 180 e006).

2005 -' KNG Corporation v. Kim, 107 Haw'
73, 110 P. 397 (ZOOS).

2003 -' Dunstet v. Dunster, 2003 Haw' App'
LEXIS 46 (2003).
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2002 MeIIon Moftgage ComPanv v'

Bumanglag, 2o0i Haw. app'"TBxIS 2i 6ooil;
Zi*iift"s" Financial Setvicet Co-punv 9{ Hawaii v'

Richardson, 99 H;; .-i+0,56 P'3d z+b Gpp ' zooil-Nii*"it 
Mortgig:e v. De Rego, 2002 Haw' App'

LEXIS e (2002).

2001 -- GE Capital HawaiT v' Yonenaka' 96

Haw. gZ, ZS P-3d 907 (APP' 2001)'

2000HawaiiCommunityFederalCredit
[Inion v. Keka, g+ }Iu*' 2I3, II p'ga I QO}O; GE
"C;;;;"i nui"i'i i. Batlan, 2000 Haw' App' LEXIS

113 (2000).

1999 '- GE Capital Hawai'i v' Miguel' 92 Haw'

236, gg}P.2d,13a GPP' 1999)'

Second, and if all of those- appellate victories'

many-of-*fti.tt have cost and will cost lenders

;illi;", if ,oi hundreds of millions of dollars

annrrally, were not enough -to .generate antagonism

u"a 
"""aettas 

among tom" losing co-urlsel and some

vested. interests,--liinm also started his own, self-

financed, one'hour weekly radio talk show on

H;;;ii'. *ujo" 1o."1 A.M' ttution KHVH' co-hosted

ili;;;.Hi*uii Governor John D. Waihee III with
fr"ir--i"sislative and executive experience . adding

"*t-o"sly 
to the show, the first of its kind' which

;;;;; syndicated. throughout the united states on

iHeart Radio.

Eventuatlybuildingalocalandnationalradio
audience, including some judges and -some state

;;;i;;;t, of over several 
- hundred thousand

listeners weekly, Dubin would discuss various

ior".lor"re defense issues, recent judicial decisions,

u"J-"."aed improvements in the local legal system,

*iri.-fi *us the^first time that the general public as

*"ff as the entire legal community' including
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local judges, became aware of what was actually
going on in all Hawaii Courts.

That pioneering effort was appreciated by

many, not everyott", att-d the ODC, later prosecuting

iilb;; 
-.tsed 

those radio broadcasts, ignoring the

First Amendment, as one of the major reasons to

disbar him, even trying to justi$'- an .emergency
interim suspension, argoing to the Hawaii supreme
bonrt that Dubin;s weekly radio shows were "a
menace to the general Public"'

The ODC staff member making that charge in
court p"p"". before the Hawaii Supreryg Coult' who

upp".^r, hot to have practiced law in his entire life,

was subsequentlY Promoted-

That was truly a ridiculous, animus charge'

Dubin,s weekly topics, often with guests, did address

r"*. ftighly cbntioversial subjects,. b"t- always in a
ihororrgf,Iy- respectful and professional manner, a
i;; of" which shows during his eight - 

years of
i"oua.urting prior to his disbarment included, for

il;;;; fuiE rouowing featured topics, illustrative of
all eighi years, all over 400 hours of which pas!

;;"[fi- br6adcasts are archived and can be listened
1o;; www.foreclosurehour.com by Members of this
Court and bY its staff:

2020 E.g., " The Abolition of Unjust
Enrichment in it " Awarding of Foreclosute

6;i;i;;"i Judgments, the Eyergtlq Mut9ytv RuId'

aM;ttt'; 'itt, Hidden Secrets Behind Legal leasonins'init 
Every Homeowner Needs To Know To Survive

iii""iotuid' (Murch); " The tlnited States Supreme

coirt and the current Foreclosure crisis: The

b)ir", and Effects of a Ten'Year Record of
iiriitutional Neglect' (February); " Do_ Some Judges

Discriminatu Alainst Homeowners fn Foreclosure

20



And If so what can Be Done About lt?', (January).

20Ig E.g., "'LattY the Banket' fs Back:

Excluive reaati interuiew with Retired Big Five

Eank Executivd' (December); " What Evety
-iii"o*urers Needs To Know About When And How

i- ii i atr's Attemp te d Acceleration' and S ub se q uent-ciifiiirut ,Decileration' of Mortsqsg_ .Ba1ancesgfnitt The Running Of The Statute Of Limitations^e"i nt""t F;;;;i;ture Defensd' (october); " What

i;;i Hom"owi", Needs To Know About The Mvths

7;;' Realitiei of custodians Of Records In
' 
ijiTu "ii " g A ga i n s t Fo te cI o s u rd' (J urv)' 

- 
" Y4u t, E ve tv

H";;;*;"t"w"iat To Know About The Mvths And
n"uiii"i,, of Foreclosure Auctions As A Defense To
-iorf"itun in Foteclosutd' (July); " !!" 6! Mostly

u"i;;- used iffirmative Defenses That can save

voii- no*e Fiom Foreclosure And You And Your

ruiity From iixtiort' (Jund; "rs a Homeownefs
niiit Moot ioi the sale of Foreclosed Property?'

ii6;;- 
- ; ii"- - 20 Most overlooked Foreclosure

DefenseC' (March)-

2018 '- E.g., "Myths and Realities That Evety

Homei*n", N6"a' 
-To Know About Truth'In'-i"iins Act (fiILD Rescissions As A Defense To"i;;i;tiii; 

<o"cember); "How To Draft Discovetv

R" ; ;;, t ; rn u I wi iefe a t Fore clo surd' (septe mb er) i
,,Ten Strategies for Defeating Forec]osure by

Oiii"ti"ili in" Admissibility of Business Records as

ii" 
-nir"btion 

to the Hearsay RuId' (Aug-ust) i " How

To Disprove 
-stindins 

_of 
- 

lretender Lenders in
ror"riiiure procercdin[s by olfensively weaponizing

Your oirrou"i/"gi";- it \ppearing- Pro Sd' ('lutv);
,; una"ritandiig Hawaii's- 

- 25 New Foreclosure

iiiiiig ReqT,irementc' (Julv); "-Do? : Different
ituiitr'or Li;;I;;i"s Apply 

-to 
the Enforcement of

"M";;;;;;t- tiui to th;- Enforcement of Notes?'
'drd.;i' ",;bo"iiilulations, You Defeated Plaintilfs'tWiiio" fo; Summaty Judgment' But Do You
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Know The Ten Things You, Need To Do Next?'
'<Ap"iil 

; 
i,- f" 

"- 
ii*i"iiy"Ne e de d S truct ural Reform s of

iiz-I-"rirr" rzrirnrure system completely Out of
Servicd' (FebruarY).

2017 -' E.g., " What Evety Homeowner Needs

To Kno* To Tmofionally Survive Foreclosurd',

.fi";il'ir>); wnit Every Homeowner Threatened

wiii-ior"closuri Needs To Know About the

Advantages uia Disadvantaqes 9f-Bankrupt-cl'
ii;ilJ7"; ru wuvt Cl*ll Could Easilv Reduce
'otfi"r*rr" 

rncre,aiing Residential Foreclosure case

air[ili, by twir" Than 95% while Protecting

Ilomeown"rt ui it e Same Time -- Are Any {u1s9s'i;;;;;;il;biIvj;-" to E?'v Yuv' ro !9y a rudicial
T;;;;I"t-ur" cuii: The Moit common Mistakes Made

I;i"di;g esii"ti Foreclosutd' (June); " The RuIe
"nii"il-fr"it'Gorsuch, and_1he Case of the Frozen

Truck Driver ll-Itt Significance for the Future of
iiiiit*"ru Defeis;d' (MarcD; " How Fannie Mae and

T;ddi; rwu" wir" used To steal PubLic Pension

T;;;;; 
-(p"utr'utv); "Ten Thils,s- That, Evetv

Foreclosure Judge Needs To Knovt'' (January/'

2016 E.g., " Special Checklist of Twenty

Proven Ways of 'niAao"i"g 
-Thtough 

a Foreclosing

Wtoriiu*""L Dismissal aoa Summaty J_udqmen!
'F;;:;,;itg; fu"""-i er); " secutities Fraudi In seatch

Jini iay cruiiii ioreclosure Defensd' (July); " The
"wiliri 

i/'Default And Right To Cure -' How To Use-fii 
lWott Oveiioked Fo"reclosure Defense To Defeat

summary J"i;;;;l Aia- wi" At Ttia|' ('lgtv);
,,what Every'--Ho-"o*oer Needs To Know About

t oii Utodifii"uiinC' (June) i " How to Use a Forensic

Audit in Your ii*uta' (Februarv); " Eoy To Use The

Rules of EvidJ;;-At Your Defeisd'(Februarv)'

2Ot5 -- E.g-, " What Every Hom.eownet Needs

To Kniw Aboul Forcclosure Defense Attorneys: WhI

Tnri Reiain An Endangeted SPecies
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And What If Anything Can Be Done About ft'
(December); " What Every l{omeowner Needs To
Know About Suruiuing fn Foreclosure Court'
(November); " What Every Homeowner Needs To
Know About Force'Placed Insurancd' (October); " Ten
I{idden Secrets of Securitized Trusts They
Desperately Do Not Want You or Your Judge To
Knovt'' (August); " 25 Ways in Which Foreclosure
Attorneys Are l{nowingly Committing Fraud On Our
State and .Federa| Courtd' (June); "Exposing The
Top Ten Worst -Foreclosure Frauds Of This Centurf'
(May); "A 28'Count Indictment Against the Majority
of Amedca's Foreclosure Judged' (March); " What
Every l{omeowner Needs To l{now About Robo
Notaried' (March) , " Exclusive TeII-AII Interview with
Bank of America Robo Whistle Blowel' (March); "20
Winning Ways To Defeat Promissory Notes fn
Fore clos ure Procee din gd' (February).

2OL4 8.9., " Exclusive TeII'AII fnterutew
With Retired Big Five Bank Executivd' (December);
" What Every l{omeowner Needs To Know About
Defrciency Judgmentd' (November); " Ways of
Defeating Foreclosure Summary Judgmentd'
(November); " What Every llomeowner Needs To
Know About Appellate JudgeC' (October) i " What
Every Homeowner Needs To Know About
Foreclosure Judged' (September); " What the
Government does not want you to know about its 17
billion dollar settlement with the Bank of Amedcd'
(August) i " Exposing the Mainland Mortgage Mafid'
(August) i " Deadbeats Are Not The Problem: The
Legal Systum fC' (.luty); "Piercing the Securitized
VeiI' (May); " 7,000 and One Ways To Defeat
Foreclosures by Securitized TrustC' (March) | " The
Advantages of Public vs. Private BankC' (February);
" Special Robo'Signer Exclusive Expos6' (January).

2013 E.g., " Most Significant 2013
Foreclosure News Events and Awardd'
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(Decemb er); " No Foreclosure Is Hopeless: Yout Note
Is Paid Off (November); " Secutitization fssues,
.Foreclosure and Bankruptc!' (October);

" fJnderstanding the history and functions of MERS'
(September).

Third, as a result of Dubin's increasing trial
and appellate victories and his pto hac uice practice
in oth-er jurisdictions, including in Canada, now also
embarrassingly shut down as a result of his
disbarment, Dubin became one of the leading
foreclosure defense attorneys in North America and
the Hawaii Judiciary rightfully considered to be one
of the most knowledgeable and respected in the
entire United States.

thousands of unsolicited testimonials
probably never before received in such volume and
with such praise by any attorney, too numerous to be
quoted herei a partial list can be read on Dubin's
website, www.foreclosurehour.com, hardly the kind
of angry "obituaries" a disbarred attorney might be
expected to receive.

The ODC meanwhile followed the recent
national trend, prosecuting half a dozen Hawaii
foreclosure attorneys, leading mostly to disbarments,
prior to going after Dubin, through its ignorance
Lyeing foreclosure defense attorneys as- taking
money from vulnerable foreclosure defendants
behind on mortgages, having no defenses.

While those charges against some may well
have been true, it was certainly not the case with
regard. to Dubin, whose record speaks for itself, but
Ounin became the most obvious and prominent, big
target prize to go after, a disbenefit of being
successful, by those at the ODC coveting promotions,
or for other personal reasons like jealousy.
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All nationwide attorney disciplinary agencies,
like the ODC, began acting in unison, targeting
foreclosure defense attorneys, sending memos to
each other encouraging a regulatory disbarment
sweep, to the point where the ODC even posted an
adveitisement on Craigs' List asking any client
dissatisfied with Dubin's performance to contact
them immediatelY.

Dubin became raw meat for the ODC, who
subjected him to procedures that likell wguld have

"rr"tt 
made ancient Judges of the English Star

Chamber blush, allowing him through aII four years
trying to disbar him none of the DCCA protections
given members of other professions and occupations
itr Hawaii, a virtual orgy of constitutional
deprivations, even violating their own rulesl

For instance, of the very few complaints
received against Dubin, one was allowed to be signed
anonymouily and docketed even though eight years
old;,

contra
pream

For instance, all were based on vague and
dictory ethical rules even said in their
ble as guides onlyi

For instance, all were docketed and
investigations delayed, putting Dubin to tt-re costly
burden of preparing a defense and submitting
voluminous 

-requested boiler plate documentation
even if not related to what was being complained
about, a dream fishing expedition for abusive
prosecutorsi

For instance, the four complaints the ODC
had., all frivolous, were lumped together -in one
petition for discipline and tried together. although
unrelated, each case being used to prejudice the
others.
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For instance, the ODC's petition for discipline
requested only one specifi.c sanction, attending ethics
classes, hiding seeking disbarment until after the
time to extend confidentiality had expired; Dubin
was thus tricked not to seek to extend the
confidential period, as a result appearing in various
media stories that severely injured his law practice
and cash flow, causing clients to leave him and
potential new clients to keep away.

For instance, the ODC investigator exclusively
assigned to Dubin's cases was former wife and
paralegal of a notorious ambulance chaser who filed
two malpractice cases against Dubin, both dismissed
with prejudice, Dubin being awarded summary
judgment and his fees and costs in the second one,
who put a TV ad on cable TV accusing several
attorneys, including Dubin, of legal malpractice
while she was working for hm, obviously having
placed those cable ads, and when Dubin asked the
Board Chairperson for reassignment to another
investigator, he was ignored.

For instance, the volunteer ODC hearing
officer nonrandomly selected by the Board
Chairperson was at the same time opposing counsel
of Dubin in an ongoing civil case, who had lost his
client's appeal in that case which Dubin had won,
and upon remand, settlement negotiations were still
ongoing while nevertheless Dubin's hearing officer,
yet refusing to recuse himself.

For instance, the Board Chairperson,
admitted later on the record that an attorney with
the loudest of loud mouths on the Board had told
him privately, before the hearing scheduled to
determine what discipline if any to recommend to
the Hawaii Supreme Court, that that Board Member
was acrimoniously opposing attorney in two of
Dubin's lower court cases and two of Dubin's
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appellate cases, yet was told not to disclose it at the
Board Meeting.

For instance, the ODC rehired as Special

counsel a former staff attorney to prosecute -Dubin
before the Hawaii supreme court, although she had

,"pr.r.tted Dubin as an attorney in defeating an

OOC prior targeting of him, and when she denied

fru"i"g receivel u 
""tuin"r 

from Dubin, and Dubin
pr"*it"d a copy of his- $]5:900 check to her to the
-Co"O ttt" Court disqualified her and the entire ODC

r-tuff orr"t the ODC'J objection, but she had already
filed the disbarment Petition with the Court'

For instance, during Dubin's proceedings, the

oDc had been providing ex parte communications to

M"*b"", of tire Hawaii Supreme Court_ behind
b"tirr,, back pertaining to alleged additional
complaints from clients to the oDc piling 9P aSainst

O"Ui" which was not true, prejudicing Dubin's case,

""a 
*ftun Dubin post-disbarment found out about it

and that it was ihe Cor'rt's stated policy to accgP,t

pr"j"ai.i al ex parte communications from the ODC

;ti.h it labeleh one of its "creatures" being "akin to
special masters," the Court did not deny i!,-sa;ring

"-"fV 
ii played no part in the disposition of Dubin's

.url, -a1tlough receipt of such ex parte

.o*-rrrricatioris is itsef prohibited by the Hawaii
i"f", "f 

professional Cbnduct and the Hawaii
Revised Code of Judicial Conduct'

For instance, at his omnibus four-case

hearing, the conflicted hearing officer denied Dubin
ftir ri;ht to cross'examine the wife of one

.o*phlttattt although sh9 was clearly a joint

.o*plaittuttt, yet her testimony wal nevertheless

uito*"a in 
'lndirectly 

through testimony _ of her
fr"rU""a, and. despite Dubin's belief she had
authored the anonymous complaint, supta'
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For instance, the hearing officer adopted the
ODC's proposed findings and recommendation
without 

- 
changing a single syllable or single

punctuation mark, and the- Board did the same

thitrg, whereas the Hawaii Supreme Cou-rt-in turn
ignoied those ridiculously one'sided and
unsupported findings, coming -up with its own
findings without giving Dubin a chance to respond'

For instance, no ODC staff member knew
anything about foreclosure defense or about the
problemi dealing with emotional homeowners' nor
aid ttr" hearing officer or Board Members, hardly
their specialty, who were attorneys representing
Iandlords and anti-consumer clients, in no way
Dubin's peers from the standpoint of able to
appreciate the perils of homeowner representation'
The analogy would be as if the DCCA empaneled a
foot doctois to review a complaint against a brain
surgeon.

For instance, Dubin was denied the ability to
seek nond.iscretionary appellate review of the
Disbarment Order, which was the first original
proceeding adversely affecting his riglt to practice
iaw, whereas the termination of a DCCA license, for
instance of a physician, may be appealed to Circuit
Court and tlieieafter the Intermediate Court of
Appeals.

The flagrantly vicious, unchecked "gotcha"
animosity with which the ODC tq-rgeted Dubin
speaks for itself. Yet, despite the ODC's targeting of
dubin and its attempt to create a false narrative of
misconduct, the ODC failed to prove its case,

producing no clear and convincing evidence of
misconduct.

However, the ODC did succeed in convincing
a busy Hawaii Supreme Court, with increasing
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caseloads, one Justice short, and by constant

.o*pli.utions caused by C.OVID'19, to enter its
O;d;;"i Disbarment wiih eight adverse findings in
;hr;; J tfr. four separate cases tried together, thg

i""titt 
-."*" 

dropped completely: "We- fi"nd and

.o*f"au,byclearandconvincingevidence'that
F"iitio"", Gury V. Dubin committed the following
misconduct."

The real tragedy in all of this is that
ironically, supposedli acting to- protect the.general

t;;Tiq lh. Hawaii s.rpr"*e court hurt the very
'p"opt"itwastryingtoprotect,Dubin'sclients'who
;;t:" ;*.luded fio* tesiif ing at the Board hearing

;; "p"; his disbarment iostlheir investment in his

il;y;;G and foreclosure defense representation,
since there are virtually no other fully competent

fot".tot"re d.efense attorney in Hawaii'

Dubin's displaced clients are not the type to
scale the walls of ihe courthouse, but d_eserved to be

ttluta, but they were excluded from Dubin's

a^i*lpii".rv rr"uri"g, by thg hearing officer, and

;;fi ; i-rt"* hu.t" 
"now 

banded toget\er t9 consider

;;;ki"g leave to file an amicus brief in this
pro."uling as the real parties in intere st' th,e general
'i"iii,"iid the list grglnr^"yery day, and this court
*uy be hearing from all of them:

christie Adamsi Toru Akehi; Gwen Alejo'Herringi
Debra Anagarani Dirk Apa-oi Margaret Apaoi Jerry
gud"u; Jutla Baduai Liao Lucy Bambooi Mia Banl

R;;; Baptistei charles Basst Laura Bassi Agripino
F;;;; Bonilla; Ruth Rojas Bonillai Sherilvn Mav

it"i.r--g"rri[.; Donna lirooks; David R. Browni-gii&t 
Carrico; Phineas Casadyl Joyce Chandleri

Wiffl.- Chandleri Jennifer Chapmani . 
Stephen

Cfr.it "s; 
Mervin Halfred Naea Chingi !'-uc!a Chingi

Srriuh Chirayunonl Seung Choi; Brett Christiansenl
ifi fU"l Chun; Hugh John Coflini Janet Coflini
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Russel Colei Paul Collinsi Watoshna Lynn Comptoni
G"o"g" Costai Gregory Clyde Souza Cravalhoi Toni
Noelini Cravalhoi- Roger Cundall; William Davisi
Vandetta Davisi Yukiko Hayashi Dayi Paige De

Pontei Fatima Duncani David Wendell Ellis; Lori
Lyrn Ellis; Janice Ellisoni Scott Ellisoni Nelie
Blniaga Escalantei Norberto Ramelb Escalantei
Akiko" Fergerstromi Justin FergerstroTi. Michele
Lisa Freepiartneri John Freepartner; Mi!h3"I J'
Fuchsi Edna Gantti Paul Gantti Leah Gillespiei
Robert Gillespiei Elizabeth Gillettei David Goodwinl
Mutiu Gracei^Antonio Grafiloi Nelia Grafiloi Howard
Greenbergi Kenneth Hagmanni Michael Hammeri
Darryl Hishidai Nicole Flores Hosakai Tod Hosakai
Christian Jenseni David Kaplani Donald Karleeni
Be ata Karp usie wiczi Jaro slaw Kgrpusig w rSzi_ Ele ana
Keahii yvbnne Keahit Keith Kimii Oteliah Kind;
Kory Kleini Mary Knudsenj Ralph Knud_seni_I,enore

Lannon; Robert Lannoni stephen Laudigi Mallory
arpiti Longboyi Shari Arakawa Longboyi Frank
.luil"s Lyoi; trjric Maderi Gwen Marcantonioi Mark
Marcantonio; Armand Maribohoi Darla Maribohol
Maryellen Markleyl Laura Marquezi William
McThewson; Emilou N.A. Mikamii Rickey R'

Mikamii Jonnaven Jo Monalimi Misty Marie
Monalimi Roger Moorei Teresa Moorei Thomas
Morbni Teriy Lynne Ohara Moseleyi Ailyn
ounyoungi samrit ounyoungi David L. owlesi Lori
Y. OwleJ; Raquel Pachecol John Perreirai Rose

ierreira; Michael Piercei Mario Portilloi Eboni
Prenticei Rosario Ramosi Lurline Rapozai Merrillyn
M.J.L. Rapozai John Riddel, Jr.i Jeanette Rosehill;
Marcus Rosehitl; Ray J. Ruddy; Michele Colleen
Rundgreni Todd Rundgreni Jo Russoi John savagei
Ronal"il schranzl Jason siegfriedi Meleana smith;
,loai solbach; Elizabeth spectori Daniel Joseph

Spencei Elaine Damloa Spencei Eileen Evelyn
S[ephenson; Connie Swierskii David Swierski;
Bortti" Swink; Jack Swinki Evelyn Takenakai
Nadine Tamayosei Reid Tamayosei Karri
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Teshimai Clover Thedei Dylan Thedei Lana M'

ioi.ufo.i Saumani Lopi Toleafoai Elise Travisi Bruce

R;ffi Travisi Darren Tsuchiya; Larnc-e Tsuchiyai

M;i; ohvas Tsuchiyal Anthony _Tuckerj Gladys

ifi;;--H"av Udarbe; Rustico Udarbei Valerie

U;;d;; iott vutt Cleave, M'D ; Patrick Verhageni

5;.;h."-W;rd; Donovan Webb; Valerie Woodsi Jack

Youngi and PatsY Young'

Please know that aII etght of the 
- 
Court's

disbarmentfindingsarefactuallyunfoundedand
;;";;;pletely di"scredited bv Dubin in his motion

ior- 
"".orrrid"tutiott 

after receiving them- without
,ro1i.", however his motion matter-of'factly denied.

Dubin is not asking this Court to try his

disciplinary case' aware t\ut this is not a trial court'

n"t l"rt"ui to set aside his disbarment as a matter

of tu* based on egregious violations of his First and

f,o"tl.""th Amenim"ent Rights to Equal Protection,

Due Process, and Free SPeech'

AttheSametime,Dubinwishestodissuade
this court from believing that he did anything

;;;"g, 
- 
certainly nothing to warrant disbarment'

;;;;-?;" that reason onlv, included as Exhibit 3 in
th;'6p"tra* is his motion for reconsideration
(*itft""i its voluminous exhibits however, available

io t[. Court electronically on the Hawaii Judiciary
WJritJ, tfr.r"i" responding to every alleged factual

fi"aing against hirrl- that emerged from. the Star

Chamber procledings he faced, and the-. denial

tt "l""l 
ir set forth ur E*hibtt 2 to the Appendix.

IV. LEGAL ARGUMENT SUPPORTING WRIT

Therepercussionsofdisbarmentareenormous,
ur 

""pf"ined 
bv Chief Judge Major-9{the-Seventh

Circuit Court of App"als in fn te Fishet' 179 F'zd
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361, 370 (tgSO), quoting earlier Illinois State

Supreme Court OPinions:

"The disbarment of an attorneY
is the destruction of his
professional life, his character,
and his livelihood-***"k* A
removal of an attorneY from
practice for a Period of Years
entails the comPlete loss of a
clientele with its consequent
uphitt road of Patient waiting to
again re-establish himself in the
eyes of the Public, in the S!'od
graces of the courts and his
felow lawYers. In the
meantime, his income and
livelihood have ceased to exist'"

First, the Order of Disbarment should be

reviewed and reversed. by this Court because Dubin's
right to equal protection was clearly violated'

Members of every other profession and every

other occupation in Hawaii, from physicians to
barbers to loan brokers and so on, not only have

tn"i" procedural due process 11sh1s safeguarded as

."pt"i""d. above, but are- entitled to an automatic
appe[ate review of a frnal DCCA final license
revocation in two consecutive state courts'

It is only attorneys who are treated
differently, the first and final attorney adjudication,
for instance, taking place by the Hawaii Supreme
Co""t, with only 

- a discretionary direct. apPg?l
po"riff" to this Cburt by writ of cettiorari, in which
[6" .ttrttces for review regarding the adequacy of the

findings on grounds of evidence insufficiency are nil,
numbers'wise.
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As Justice Black in Gtififin v. Illinois,351 U'S'
12 (tgOO), explained, a state is, for instance, not
required to provide for any appeal, but -it cannot
discriminate by allowing some to appeal and not
allowing others that same equal right.

There has been a literal explosion of such
attorney disbarments throughout the United States
in recent years in our "cancel culture," at least two
others r""kitrg certiorari review in this Court, denied
recently, in utt area of the law urgently needing
attention and leadership from this Court.

Moreover, in straying from the requirements
of Equal Protection, the Hawaii Qupreme -Court did
so by asserting inherent rule-making authority not
given to it in the Hawaii State Constitution, nor
ielegated to it by the State Legislature,. a further
trou6hng equal protection, ultra vires issue

heightenlng the need for review; Cd United States v.

Lolez,514 U.S. 549,567 (rggr).

Second, the record of Dubin's disciplinary
proceedings is filled with Due Process violations,
uuridgittg his rights to present and cross-examine
witne"ssel and to a fair trial, most notably in the
context of disciplinary proceedings, the most
fundamental requirement of a fair trial being ?
trained, impartial, unconflicted hearing officer and
administrative review Board, yet in Dubin's case he

had neither, not even an unconflicted investigator'

These due process issues have a long and
unresolved, twisted history in this Court.

Throughout the past approximately 100 years

our courts h.ve often tried to assert inherent
jurisdiction over attorneys using summary"proceedings, creating many constitutional
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concerns , Ex ParteWall, 107 U.S' 265,274 (fSgZ)'

In Cohen v. Hurley, 366 U'S' 7L7 (tg6t),

Justices Black, Douglas, Brennan, Warren
d.issenting, upheld disbarment of an attorney
exercisini'6lr iiiftn Amendment right to silence.

In In te Schlesinger, the Pe.nnsylvania

sopr"*u co.tri, tli t.zd"-8gtr, 840 lPu' 1961),

paratleling the dissent tn Cohen, set- lsid-e summary
hirnur*"rit based upon being a Member of the

Communist PartY.

It had reportedly been commonplace in eartV

English Courts to discipline attorneys, thought their
r"tiu"tt, almost ruthlessly, forgetting- that such

powers were one reason the colonists broke away

il;- England and adopted the Fourteenth
Amendment.

The most flagrant due process violation in
Dubin,s case was the Board chairpers,on hiding the

Fu.i one Board Member before Dubin's hearing_

.o"ria"a in him he had an obvious conflict of
irrt"t"tt, being one of Dubin's opposing attorneys in
two civii .utet and two ongoing appeals'

Andthatwasnomereinadvertentomission'
for that same chairperson at the start of the hearing
asked anyone sitting around a huge colference table

h;;ilg a"conflict wiikr Dubin to raise their hands so

b"niJ.ould respond, and two others did, but the one

;ffi.;;t Board^Member who was instructed bv the

Chairperson not to, didn't, ,participating in the

Boards disbarment recommendation'

In Aetna Life Insutance v' Lavoie, 475 U'S'
g1B (1986), this Court vacated an Alabama Supreme

Court judgment because a state supreme court
judge, btt." of five judges entering judgment, was
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found disqualified, Justice Brennan and Justice
Blackburn finding it irrelevant the disqualified judge

had cast the deciding vote, 475 U.S. at 830-831;
Justice Blackburn, with Justice Marshall
concurring, went further, concluding, 475 U'S' at
831-832: "For ile, Justice Embry's mere
participation in the shared enterprise of appellate
d.ecision making whether or not he ultimately
wrote, or even joined, the Alabama Supreme Court's
opinion poted an unacceptable danger of subtly
distorting the decision making process."

More recently, this Court in Williams v'

Pennsylvania, 136 S. Ct. 1899 (zore), a death
penalfy case analogous here, confronted the same

irr.r" ut in Lavoie, and in a 5'to-3 decision by
Justice Kennedy, adopted the language and
reasoning of the concurring opinions tn Lavoie, I34
S. Ct. u[ 144't47: "The Court has little trouble
concluding that a due process violation arising
from the participation of an interested judge is a

defect 'not amenable' to harmless-error review,
regardless of whether the judge's vote was
dispositive."

As this Court warned tn fn Re Murchinson,
34g U.S. 133, 136 (fgff): "A fair trial in a fair
tribunal is a basic requirement of due process'

Fairness of course requires an absence of actual
bias."

Third, while references to Dubin's weekly
radio broad.casts were not directly mentioned in the
disbarment order, they definitely bothered some
judges and. some opposing- attorneys to hear their
lonf,uct and their cases and decisions discussed live
and contemporaneously for the first time regularly
in public, even in a fair and professional manner'

But the staff of the ODC were outwardly more
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than bothered, culminating in an early attempt to
suspend Dubin calling his show in court papers a

"menace to the general Public."

V. CONCLUSION

Attorneys are not servants of the court. And this
is not early England. And the United States
Constitution does not exclude attorneys from its
protections.

The right to practice law, once earned, is a

property right It is Dubin's only livelihood.

Dubin has been a contributing Member of the
Legal Profession for 57 years. He and every- other
attorney similarly situated deserves this Court's
robust constitutional protection.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Gary Victor Dubin

GARY VICTOR DUBIN
Counsel of Eecord

Attorney for Pe titioner

Honolulu, Hawaii
February 25, 202I
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Office Windows operating system utilized'

DATED: Honolulu, Hawaii; February 25,2021'

/s/ Garv Victor Dubin
GARY VICTOR DUBIN
Counsel of Record
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office of Disciplinary counsel v. Dubin, Not Reported in Pac. Rptr. (2020)

2o2owL 54rz896
Only the Westlaw citation

is currently available.

Unpublished opinion. See HI
R RAP Rule 35 before citing.

Supreme Court of Hawai'i.

OFFICE OF DISCIPLINARY
COUNSEL, Petitioner,

V.

Gary Victor DUBIN, ResPondent

SCAD-19-oooo56r
I

September g,2o2o.

ORIGINAL PROCEEDING (ODC Case Nos.

16-0-747, 16-0-151, 16-0-213, and 16-

o-326)

(By: Recktenwald, C.J., Nakayama, McKenna,

and Wilson, JJ., and Intermediate Court of
Appeals Associate Judge Leonard, assigned by

reason ofvacancy)

ER

*1 Upon a thorough and careful review

of the entire record in this matter, and the

briefs submitted by the parties, we find and

conclude, by clear and convincing evidence,

that Respondent Gary V. Dubin, committed the

following misconduct.

In Office of Disciplinary (ODC) Case No. 16-

O- 1 5 1, we find and conclude that Respondent

Dubin violated Rule 8.4(c) of the Hawai'i

Rules of Professional Conduct (1994) by

knowingly misrepresenting the truth on a

government form on which he certified the

information thereon was true.

In ODC Case No. 16-0-147, we find and

conclude that Respondent Dubin violated

HRPC Rule 8.a(c) (2014) by signing the

names of his clients, without their permission,

in the endorsement section of a $132,000.00

settlement check made out to them alone and

depositing it in his client trust account, thereby

gaining control over those funds. We find

he did not immediately inform the clients of
the receipt of the check when he learned of
it. We also find the invoice he subsequently

issued to the clients on November 7 ,2015 was

the first billing statement or accounting since

the inception of his representation of them in

February 2\l2,wherein he asserted $69,702.87

in fees and costs owing, based upon an hourly

rate of $385.00 an hour for associates on the

case. We find and conclude that this rate was

un-reasonable because it exceeded by $115'00

per hour the rate agreed upon in the retainer

agreement for associates and was also applied

to one associate for work done at a time when

that associate was not licensed to practice law

in this jurisdiction. We also find the clients

were never contacted or consulted regarding

an amendment of the agreed-upon rate. We

find that, as a result, Dubin overcharged the

clients a minimum of $19,885.00. We conclude

Respondent Dubin's conduct in this regard

violated HRPC Rules 1.5(a), 1.5(b), 8.4(c) and

1.a(aX3) (once for failing to timely inform

the clients of the receipt of the check, and

once by failing for more than three years to

communicate with the clients regarding the

status of their account) (2014).

Vt'fS?tAlV ({.):0:l1 "l'h*ruson l{*ul*r*r. N,la *ialrT} to r:riglrral U.$. G*v*rnm*nl1ij*rks 1



office of Disciplinary counsel v. Dubin, Not Reported in Pac' Rptr. (2020)

We find and conclude that, in ODC Case

No. 16-0-326, Respondent Dubin withdrew

$3,500.00 of the client's funds at a time

when, based upon Respondent Dubin's own

accounting, Respondent Dubin had not yet

earned those funds, thereby violating HRPC

Rules 1.15(a) and 1.15(d) (2014). We find and

conclude he did not inform the ciient when

he fully disbursed the client's $45,000.00 from

the firm's client trust account, thereby violating

HRPC Rule 1.15(d) (2014), and he did not

respond to clear inquiries from ODC regarding

the matter, in violation of HRPC Rule 8.4(g)

(2014).

We find that Respondent Dubin's conduct,

in ODC Case Nos. 16-0-147 and t6-O-326,

inflicted acloial, serious, injury upon the clients

and upon the profession and, in ODC Case No'

16-0-151, inflicted injury on the public atlarge

and the integrity of the profession.

We have thoroughly reviewed the record,

and Respondent Dubin's arguments, both at

the Disciplinary Board and before this court,

regarding alleged violations of his right to due

process throughout the disciplinary process,

and find them to be without merit.

*2 We also find, in aggravation, that

Respondent Dubin has two prior disciplines,

evinced a dishonest or selfish motive,

demonstrated a pattem of misconduct,

committed multiple offenses, refused to

acknowledge the wrongful nature of his

conduct, and has substantial experience in

the practice of law. In mitigation, the record

contains many positive comments from clients,

and Dubin has contributed positively to the

development of the law.

We note relevant disciplinary precedent in this

jurisdiction, including ODC v. Chatburn, Case

No.24717 (May 30,2002) and ODC v' Burns,

Case No. 20882 (December 17 ,1999), and take

into consideration ABA Standardsfor Imposing

Lawyer Sanctions, Standards 4.11, 4.4I, and

7 .1.

Finally, we have reviewed the arguments from

both parties, and related materials, regarding

the July 23, 2020 motion from ODC counsel

on this matter, seeking to strike the exhibits

appended to Respondent Dubin's reply brief.

Hence,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the motion to

strike is denied.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Respondent

Dubin is disbarred, effective 30 days after the

entry date of this order.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, pursuant to

Rule 2.16(d) of the Rules of the Supreme Court

of the State of Hawai'i (RSCH), within 10

days after the effective date of his disbarment,

Respondent Dubin shall submit to this court

proof of compliance with the requirements of
RSCH Rule 2.76regarding disbarred attorneys.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Respondent

Dubin shall pay $19,885.00 in restitution to

the clients named in ODC Case No' 16-0-147

and submit proof of said payment to this court,

all within 30 days after the entry date of this

order. The Disciplinary Board may, on behalf

yf rSTIAIV O ?*f 1 
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office of Disciplinary counsel v. Dubin, Not Reported in Pac. Rptr. (2020)

of the clients in ODC Case No. 16-0-147, seek

further orders from this court in enforcement

of this directive, pursuant to RSCH Rule 10,

or by other means the Board determines are

appropriate to proPose.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Respondent

Dubin shall bear the costs of these disciplinary

proceedings, upon the approval of a timely

submitted verified bill of costs by ODC,

pursuant to RSCH Rule 2.3(c).

All Citations

Not Reported in Pac. Rptr., 2020WL 5412896

End of Documeni @ 2021 Thomson Reut€rs. No claim to original U.S. Government Works
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Office of Disciplinary Counsel v. Dubin, Not Reported in Pac. Rptr. (2020)

2o2owL 5759or4
Only the Westlaw citation

is currently available.

Unpublished opinion. See HI
R RAP Rule 35 before citing.

Supreme Court of Hawai'i.

OFFICE OF DISCIPLINARY
COUNSEL, Petitioner,

V.

Gary Victor DUBIN, Respondent.

SCAD-19-ooo0561

I

September 28, 2o2o

ORIGINAL PROCEEDING (ODC Case Nos.

16-0-147 , 16-0-151, 16-0-213, and 16-

o-326)

(By: Recktenwald, C.J., Nakayama, McKenna,

and Wilson, JJ., and lntermediate Court of
Appeals Associate Judge Leonard, assigned by

reason ofvacancy)

ORDER

*1 Upon a thorough and careful de novo

review of the September 21, 2020 motion

for reconsideration, filed by Respondent Gary

Dubin, and a de novo review of the entire

record in this matter,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the motion

is denied, as well as the requests for relief set

forth therein, with the exception of the effective

date of Respondent Dubin's disbarment, which

is extended 31 days, to Monday, November 9,

2020. No further extensions shall be granted.

Respondent Dubin shall therefore file the

declaration required by Rule 2.16(d) of the

Rules of the Supreme Court of the State

of Hawai'i by November 19, 2020. Finally,

pursuant to this court's September 9, 2020

order, Respondent Dubin remains obligated to

pay the $19,885.00 in restitution and to submit

proof of that payment to this court by October

9,2020.

All Citations

Not Reported in Pac. Rptr., 2020WL 5759014

End of Document O 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF
ORDER OF DISBARMENT ENTERED SEPTEMBER 9, 2O2O

COMES NOW Respondent and hereby timely moves this Honorable Court for

the reconsideration of its above-referenced Order, pursuant to Rules 2 (suspension of

rules in the interests of justice), 17 (original proceeding rules),26(b) (computation of

time), 27(d) (excludes motions for reconsideration from page limitations), and 40

(motions for reconsideration rules) of the Hawaii Rules of Appellate Procedure.

This Motion for Reconsideration is submitted in good faith for the reasons set

forth in the accompanying Declarations, supported by the accompanying Exhibits and

the records and files in these proceedings'

rhe ract-rindins process il ';:"T".-:ilrr, disciprinary proceedinss was

fundamentally flawed, lacking both evidentiary and due process support, resulting in

mere prosecutorial accusations becoming factual conclusions taken out of context

absent any underlying proof of misconduct.

Four disciplinary cases were combined over Respondent's objection, and tried

and decided together. This Court found ethical violations in three of the four cases.

After the omnibus hearings, the accusations of the Office of Disciplinary Counsel

(ODC) embodied in its proposed findings were adopted verbatim by the Hearing

Examiner, then adopted verbatim by the Disciplinary Board (Board), and now in material

respects adopted verbatim by this Court.

The purpose of this Motion for Reconsideration is to prove to this Court that its

Septembe r 9, 2O2O generalized conclusions set forth in its Order of Disbarment (Exhibit

1) are not only not supported by the actual record, but contradicted by it.1

r Pertinent parts of the Record are contained in the accompanying Exhibits. Record

references are set forth in the Cover Sheet preceding each Exhibit. Due to the large

nature of the Record and the many issues in the three cases under review, it is not
possible to document every reference in these Motion Papers in the time allowed to file
ior reconsideration. lf the Court will extend time, even more documentation can be

added.
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This Court's decision consists of eight such dispositive, yet wholly conclusory

factual statements, each identified, boxed, and questioned below in this Motion for

Reconsideration, announced by this Court although void of any supporting specifics,

contrary to this Court's otherwise appellate workmanship.

You have ordered a professional death sentence against Respondent with less

than four full pages of text, disgracing and ending the career and the life of an B2-year-

old lawyer with an othenruise unblemished national S7-year-old ethical record, who you

othenruise recognize "has contributed positively to the development of the law." Order,

Page 4.

B. There Was lnsufficient Proof of Any Misconduct by Respondent

This Court began its Order of Disbarment by concluding that "we find and

conclude, by clear and convincing evidence, that Respondent Gary V, Dubin, committed

the following misconduct," shown below highlighted within eight boxes.

1. This Gourt's Prior Disciplines Conclusion ls Factually Not True

"ln aggravation, Respondent Dubin has two prior disciplines," Order, page 4

Not true. Contrary to this adopted conclusion, taken from the ODC's self-serving

narrative, Respondent, whose professional background any attorney would be proud of

(Exhibit 2), has never been disciplined for any ethical violation against a client in his

entire S7-year career as an attorney, either as a Member of any State or Federal Bar or

while appearing pro hac vice in any other jurisdiction.

That is a fact, and there is nothing whatsoever contradictory in the underlying

record. lt was therefore fundamental prejudicial error for this Court to adopt in

aggravation the ODC's accusation of prior discipline.

There are two possible explanations for this mistake.

First, the ODC mistakenly tried to use Respondent's quarter-century-old, 1995

federal failure-to-file income tax misdemeanors to claim prior misconduct, having been

bench tried and convicted of IRS misdemeanor charges in Honolulu by Visiting California

U.S. District Judge Manuel Real, recently deceased, a controversial federal
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judge widely criticized for erratic and abusive behavior, even though the ODC following

a three-year investigation ruled that Respondent under the circumstances did not

commit any professional misconduct (Exhibit 3):

Based upon the information and documents obtained by our

investigation, the Reviewing Member of the Disciplinary Board has

determined that a finding of professional misconduct on your part,

regarding your 1995 misdemeanor conviction for Willful Failure to

File lncJme Tax Returns in violation of 26 United States Code

section 7203, is not warranted due to the unique circumstances

pertaining to your matter' [Emphasis in the original]

Thereafter, the California Bar Court, of whose Bar Respondent has been a

Member since 1964, conducted their similar investigation, the Bar Court Settlement

Judge agreeing with the ODC, nevertheless within his limited authority gave

Respondent the minimum public reproval which when published read like approval and

not reproval (Exhibit 4):

ln January 1gg4 Dubin was convicted of violation of 26 USC section

T2O3 failjre to file federal income tax returns, from 1986 through

1ggg. He has since filed the returns but owed no taxes for those

years because of business losses. At about the same time he failed

io file those returns, he was audited. He received a letter from an

employee of the lnternal Revenue Service stating that he was not

required to file income tax returns for the years covered by the audit'

There were no factors in aggravation. ln mitigation, at about the time

of the misconduct, Dubin was under great stress because his son

had been terminally ill and passed away in 1992. The misconduct

was due, in part to ine letter he received from the IRS stating that he

was not required to file the tax returns. Also, the misconduct did not

involve clients.

And thereafter, the ODC confirmed to Respondent in writing that it would not be

seeking reciprocal discipline, and did not, since the ODC had earlier found no

professionalwrongdoing by Respondent on the same facts (Exhibit 5)'

Respondent then appealed to the IRS Seattle District Office, and the IRS

apologized to Respondent that it was wrong and admitted that it actually owed

Respondent almost 9100,000 for the tax years in question, and Respondent was further

exonerated by a seven-year investigation by the American Bar Association published as

a front-page story in its Journal (Exhibit 6).
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yet at the hearing the ODC prosecutor tried to deny that exculpatory evidence

that the oDc itself had cleared Respondent of any wrongdoing regarding his earlier

misdemeanor convictions, at first emphatically intentionally denying before the Hearing

Officer the fact that any such documentary evidence refuting the ODC's aggravating

circumstances claim existed in the ODC files, with the Hearing Officer refusing to

compel the ODC to produce the documents, instead placing that burden on

Respondent, until Respondent found and produced later in the hearing copies of that

documentation, supra, exculpatory evidence being concealed by the ODC prosecutorin

the ODC's own files (Exhibit 7)'

Second, the ODC presented the Hearing Officer with evidence of a 16-year-old

ODC informal admonishment in 2OO4 in a case brought by someone not even

Respondent,s client, for being late in providing an irrelevant requested document, which

notice of admonishment was ironically belatedly mailed days after the September 11,

2001 bombing of the New York World Trade Towers when the whole Country including

the U.S. post Office was closed and not sorting and delivering mail and was received

too late for Respondent to reject when he tried, seeking reconsideration, only to be told

there was no procedure for reconsideration (Exhibit 8)'

That informant admonishment was however subsequently ordered expunged

when a SpecialAssistant Disciplinary Counsel who brought that noncooperation charge

(playing prosecutor, judge, and jury as the ODC prosecutors like to do, self-servingly

charging failure to cooperate with them), later was fired for bias for his own wrongdoing

pertaining to that very investigation, with all related records pertaining thereto ordered

destroyed by the State Attorney General in Civil No. 06-1-1485 GWBC, subject to judicial

notice by this Court, nevertheless dishonestly resurfacing below'

Respondent repeats that he has never been found to have committed any

misconduct toward a client or anyone else and that this Court's Order nevertheless

erroneously adopting the ODC/Hearing Officer/Board's erroneous adopted findings and

ignoring Respondent's unblemished disciplinary record was prejudicialerror.
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2. This Court's Smith/DCCA Conclusion ls Factually Not True

"Respondent knowingly misrepresented the truth on a government form; he certified the
information thereon as true. Smith/DCCA Case," Order, pages 1-2.

Not true. Since "knowingly" is the ABA standard that this Court approvingly cites

in its September 9, 2020 Order, page 4, as controlling its disbarment decisions, it is

difficult to understand how the Court came to that conclusion in the Smith/DCCA Case,

since at the hearing the ODC presented no witnesses at all on that issue, in fact no

witnesses whatsoever.

To understand how all this came about, one needs to consult the record

chronologically in order to understand the factual context, which unfortunately is

completely absent from this Court's Order.

Four years ago, on March 7,2016, the ODC received an anonymous half-page,

typed letter signed "/s/ Joe Smith" describing himself "as a member of the public," with

an obvious personal animus, claiming, inter alia, as follows (Exhibit 9):

As the enclosed summary disposition order shows, the Hawaii
lntermediate Court of Appeals affirmed the revocation of the mortgage
solicitor's license of Hawaii attorney Gary Victor Dubin
(attorney number 3181) based on the fact that Gary Victor Dubin lied
in a response to a question on his application form that asked whether
he had been convicted of a crime during the prior 20 years.
****Rule 8.a(c) of the Hawaii Rules of ProfessionalConduct states:
"lt is professional misconduct for a lawyer to: (c) engage in

conduct involving d ishonesty, fraud, deceit or m isrepresentation[.]"

When notified of the Smith letter by the ODC, Respondent replied, explaining that

he was not aware of the mistake and that that DCCA decision and the subsequent

decision of the ICA were not based on any finding of wrongful knowledge or intent, but

were treated as mere malum prohibitum violations without any proof of wrongful intent

which is exactly how Respondent answered the ODC's Amended Petition.

Frustrated by residential lending abuses while practicing foreclosure defense, on

December 4, 2006, Respondent, as a sole nonparticipating investor only, had formed

Dubin Financial, LLC, a mortgage brokerage, hiring an experienced licensed local

mortgage broker to manage the company.
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Unfortunately, mortgage brokers at that time were largely unregulated, and when

Respondent discovered that the licensed mortgage broker he had hired was cheating

borrowers and stealing from Respondent, which was the culture of the times,

Respondent fired him and as a matter of public record voluntarily closed Dubin Financial

in early 2009 (Exhibit 10).

However, a mortgage brokerage cannot operate without a designated mortgage

solicitor in charge, so Respondent had to hurriedly apply to become a mortgage solicitor,

so designated, in order to briefly maintain Dubin Financial's license, solely for the

purpose of completing a few loans already in the pipeline so as not to prejudice any

existing loan aPPlicants.

No new business was undertaken, and Dubin Financial, LLC was closed, and the

mo rtgage bro ke rage I icense volu nta rily term i nated'

Two years later after the closing, the DCCA brought charges against Respondent

alleging his 200g solicitor's license contained a "misrepresentation" it deemed to be

malum prohibitum grounds for revocation of a mortgage brokerage license and a flne,

atbeit illogically as the license had already been voluntarily released two years earlier.

The basis for the belated DccA revocation was that Respondent's application

failed to disclose that he had been previously convicted in 1995, thirteen years earlier,

of federal failure-to-file income tax misdemeanors, supra, because one of the several

form questions asking whether an applicant had been convicted of a crime was checked

uNO" instead of ,,yES,"hence not disclosing that Respondent 13 years earlier, in 1995

had been bench tried and convicted of IRS misdemeanor charges, supra.

Respondent explained that he did not knowingly nor intentionally check the

wrong box on the form, but that as he recalled, it was a long time ago, the form was

filled out mistakenly by a law clerk either before or after he had signed it and in any

event he had not been found by the DCCA to have knowingly done so'

Nevertheless the ODC, cavalierly denying Respondent's request to meet first,

informed Respondent that they would meet with him to discuss the issues after the

petition for Discipline was first filed, and the ODC then proceeded to include the Smith

complaint within its January 2O1T Petition for Discipline and it amended Petition for

Discipline of record herein solely on the basis of the DCCA's use of the word
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,'misrepresentation" nine years earlier, ignoring the DCCA's stated position nonetheless

that Respondent's intent was not at issue, and ignoring the ICA's appellate malum

prohibitum decision that it had not found Respondent to have personally intentionally

misrepresented anything on his mortgage solicitor's form, and ignoring proof of intent as

a part of any professionalethics investigation::

By failing to disclose information on his licensing application [in 2008]

nbspondent violated the following provision of the Hawaii Rules of
Professional Conduct: 8.4(c) (pre /src pas2o14 version) (A lawyer

shall not engage in dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation;

8.4(a) (pre 2O14 version) (A lawyer shall not violate or attempt to

violate the rules of professional conduct, knowingly assist or induce

another to do so, or do so through the acts of another')

Respondent appropriately filed a Verified Answer, inter alia):

Respondent hereby responds that he denies that there were any

findings whatsoever that Respondent made any misrepresentations;

instead it was considered a malum prohibitum regulatory violation,

and indeed both the DCCA prosecutor and the hearing examiner as

recorded refused to find any intention by the Respondent or any

personal wrongdoing by the Respondent to misrepresent anything,

which if anything should be res judicata and/or collateral estoppel

and/or issue preclusion as to such a charge here based entirely upon

such rejected finding or misrepresentation.

However, the ODC petitioned for discipline against Respondent on the sole basis

that he supposedly had been found by the DCCA to have intentionally lied on his

solicitor's application and lost his appealin the ICA).

There nevertheless was no finding whatsoever of knowledgeable or intentional

misrepresentation by the DCCA nor the ICA'

To the contrary, despite the misleading nomenclature of "misrepresentation," the

DCCA considered itself bound by the decision of this Court in Kim v. Contractor's License

Board, gB Haw. 264,965 P.2d 806 (199S) (Exhibit 11), holding that such omission of

proof of knowledge or intent was irrelevant since it was a malum prohibitum violation, not

requiring proof of any intent (Exhibit 12):

There was no evidence that Respondent Dubin took part in the

preparation of the mortgage broker's application of Respondent

Dubin Financialor in the submission of that application. ln addition,

the was no evidence that either Lindberg or Vu consulted

Respondent Dubin regarding the contents of the application or that
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Respondent Dubin had any knowledge of the contents of that

application. * * * * Proof of an untruthful statement within the

meaning of this statute does not require proof of intent to lie or intent

to not tell the truth.

lndeed, that was the stated legal position of the DCCA prosecutor throughout,

who on March 29, 2011 in his final argument before the DCCA Hearing Officer freely

conceded the Point (Exhibit 13):

The Hawaii Supreme Court came to that conclusion [in Kim] based

on its review of Chapter 444 and the fact that there was a complete

absence of any explicit requirement of intentional state of mind on

the part of the applicant in holding that they were - basically they

were not going to read a requirement of intentionalstate of mind in a

statute th;t juat talks about material misrepresentation. . - - I believe,

:iTil."ty, 
in inis case there is no requirement of intent in that provision.

I don't think the evidence supports a finding that he [Respondent]
intentionally tried to pull one over on the department by answering

that question no - - - - I mean I don't see the evidence that he was

doing this intentionally. First, because he's a smart guy and he

wouldn't think that the department was - that they would not catch

that, so I don't- and, frankly, it was a matter of public record that he

was convicted and I think anyone in the legal community probably

knew that at the time that he applied for the license, and in any case

it is a matter of public record and also a matter of some publicity; so I

don't think Mr. Dubin would have done that with the hope the

department would n't know.

The publicity that the DCCA prosecutor was referring to was the fact that the

Respondent himself at the very same time the application was being signed had been

publicizing his discredited misdemeanor convictions by publishing full page color ads in

local newspapers copying the ABA Journal report together with the letter he had

received from the IRS prior to being charged, stating that he had no filing requirement

for the tax years in question, further evidence that Respondent was not trying to hide

anything (Exhibit 1 ).

Respondent, the evidence at the DCCA hearing, supra, further similarly showed,

had earlier applied for a Honolulu liquor license for a convenience store of his and the

prior convictions question had been checked "yes," and the liquor license was

immediately granted nevertheless, further evidence that Respondent was not trying to
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hide anything or felt he had to hid anything, always freely acknowledging those

discredited convictions to the entire world every chance he had to this day, trying to

erase what for some it seems is nevertheless indelibly etched in their brain, which is

how public smears remain prejudicial even when, as here, the complaining witness, the

lRS, admits that was wrong.

The DCCA Hearing Officer agreed with the DCCA prosecuting attorney, finding a

malum prohibitum violation absent any finding of knowledge or intent.

Respondent appealed, arguing a mens rea defense. The ICA however affirmed,

holding knowledge or intent not a part of the violation charged, based on this Court's

prior Kim decision rejecting a mens rea defense (Exhibit 15).

No certrbrari petition was filed in this Court, Respondent considering the matter

closed and having a primary obligation to work instead on clients'cases, never believing

that the matter would be revived a decade later via an anonymous complaint to the

ODC, or be taken this seriously given no finding or knowledge or intent or wrongdoing.

Had Respondent known, he would have certainly sought certiorari in this Court, for the

Kh decision is nonsensical, just another reason why there should be a statute of

limitations in Hawaii for disciplinary complaints as there is in other States, supra.

What finally should have resulted was ODC's Smith/DCCA Case being dismissed

with prejudice when Respondent's former paralegal, appearing by telephone from

Florida, submitted a Declaration and testified at the ODC hearing that he was the one

that filled out the form including the one that had checked the wrong box, not the

Respondent (Exhibit 1 6):

[M]y responsibility was to fill out these forms, not just this mortgage
form, but all other forms for the law firm. Mr. Dubin is always busy,
so this was my full responsibility. I filled out the mortgage application
accordingly, to my best knowledge, which was that the conviction
was overturned; hence the exoneration of Mr. Dubin for such
conviction. And again, the Hawaii Bar, there was no disciplinary
actions taken against Mr. Dubin, nor did he lose his licenses in any
shape or form. Thus, I filled out the application as such.

No contrary evidence of wrongful knowledge or intent was provided by the ODC

who had no witnesses at the ODC hearings, which nevertheless ultimately submitted

erroneous, proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law to the ODC Hearing Officer
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accusing Respondent of personally lying on the form doing an end run around the

DCCA unique statutory definition of truthful ("The IDCCAI Hearing Officer specifically

found that Respondent's answer to Question No. 8 was 'untruthful within the terms of

HRS S 4368-19(2)"'-ODC FOF #16).

The most charitable explanation for all of this linguistic confusion might be that

during the entire four years of this aggressive prosecution the membership of the oDc

kept changing, and those who brought the charges and those who prosecuted the

charges abruply disappeared, including at least four Chief Disciplinary Counsel and at

least three Assistant Disciplinary Counsel.

The ODC Hearing Officer after an overall lengthy seven days of hearings

nevertheless robotically adopted verbatim the partisan findings of fact and

recommendations of the oDc prosecutor without changing a single word, by submitting

a one-paragraph statement, embarrassingly incomprehensible, rejecting intent as

relevant to disbarment and basing disbarment upon the "cumulative" effect of the four

complaints, which the Board also adopled verbatim (Exhibit 17):

I shall be submitting, ?s my report, the findings and

recommendations of the Office of Disciplinary Counsel. As respects

the proposed findings and recommendations of Respondent, while

researched and cbnsistent with his position throughout the

proceeding, that the charges are "malum prohibitum" (that iS,

unlawful b!' rule or statute, but not evidencing wrongful intent), the

conduct ai issre and the cumulative complaints warrant the result

[disbarment] requested by the Office of Disciplinary Counsel. [word
in brackets idOed from his recommendation to the Boardl

ls there any Member of this Court that can make any sense out of the Hearing

Officer's logic and conclusion?

And since this Court has now completely ignored the ICAIODC fourth complaint

against Respondent, what does this do the Hearing Officer's reasoning and his view

that an attorney's exposure to disbarment has nothing to do with intent, but in this case

was "cumulative?"

Moreover, the Hearing Officer's findings which the Board, supra, adopted

verbatim and which by this Court's Rules were supposed to be send immediately to this

Court, were not.
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lnstead ODC lawyers paid lip service to the Hearing Officer's adopted findings,

while drawing up their own version, calling its version, never before formally approved if

even ever seen by Board Members or certainly not by the Respondent, the "Board's

Report," and submitting it to this Court half a year late (Exhibit 18).

This Court's finding of "knowingly" as the ABA basis for disbarment on this record

is really indefensible, and certainly not justifiable either by the decision of the Hearing

Officer nor by any requisite "cumulative" clear and convincing evidence.

3. This Court's Kern/Harkey Conclusions Are Factually Not True

"Respondent withdrew $3,500.00 of the clients'funds at a time when, based upon
Respondent's own accounting, Respondent had not yet earned those funds."

Kern/Harkey Case, Order, page 3.

Not true. When Respondent was forced to withdraw from representing Mr.

Harkey, explained below, Mr. Harkey owed Respondent $69,475 .44 in fees and costs

(Exhibit 1e).

It was only on November 28,2017, just a few minutes before the conclusion of

the combined omnibus hearings, that the ODC prosecutor waited for the first time to

raise that issue, without providing Respondent time to investigate and knowledgeably

respond (Exhibit 20):

a. According to my calculations, as of the date you withdrew the
$20,000 on March 7th,2016, you withdrew $3,350 from Mr. Harkey's
$20,000 in unearned fees.

A. I don't know if your calculations are correct. I also do not know
whether or not the accountant made a mistake in the dates, so -- . . -
There could have been a mistake. After all, we're 70,000 in arrears.
I'm not even charged for this in the amended petition.

Respondent further replied that the invoicing is done by his in-house accountant,

and there was no evidence submitted that any such mistake was knowingly made by

her or by the Respondent or otherurise intentionallydone.

Furthermore, Respondent replied that the ODC prosecutor did not include costs

and general excise tax in his calculations, lots of documented work on the case by other

members of Respondent's law firm he noticed was inadvertently omitted from the
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calculations, and replied that the invoicing dates could have been mistaken by four

days, and that he would have to check his office records, but the ODC prosecutor

continued to repetitiously badgering him at the hearing with his usual habit of banging

his fist on the table, not explaining why he brought that issue up at the very end of the

hearings without giving Respondent time to investigate'

Errors by accident committed by others, moreover, in the absence of evidence of

willfulness, does not equate to a clear and convincing, knowing ethical violation, and

certainly not one justifying disbarment, and such questions should not have been

reserved for the last few minutes of the hearings to prejudice Respondent.

Nor should a contrary prosecutorial record be made by ambush.

Respondent upon checking his records after the hearing discovered that there

was an almost two-month gap shown in the client invoice starting at the end of January

2016 caused by lost manual time slips resulting in lost billings during that period

explaining the difference between the periodic oral reports given to the client at his

request triggering withdrawals, all in the client's favor, and what was being complained

about at the conclusion of the hearings'

"Respondent did not inform the client when he fully disbursed the client's $45,000'00

from the firm's client trust account, and he did not respond to clear inquiries from ODC

regarding the matter' Kern/Harkey Case," Order, page 3'

Not true. That conclusion is wrong on both counts'

First, the ODC's only witness, the record shows, was Mr. Kern who had no

personal knowledge of what had transpired between Mr. Harkey and the Respondent,

who was retained by Mr. Harkey for the Nevada case only after Mr. Dubin withdrew.

Mr. Kern, after substituting for Mr. Dubin in the USDC Nevada case and being

rebuked with court sanctions and having lost the case for Mr. Harkey, dismissed for

litigation abuse, was not paid, and his motivation was only to secure funds for himself.

While Mr. Kern did very belatedly, after Respondent challenged his authority,

finally produce Mr. Harkey's signature with that of Ms. Nora (whose involvement is

discussed below) authorizing Mr. Kern to seek information (Exhibit 20), however there
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was not only no proof that that was Mr. Harkey's signature, itself described at the

hearings as a facsimile, but Respondent had plenty of reason to doubt it.

There was also no proof that Mr. Kern's hearsay testimony at the hearings

reflected Mr. Harkey's views, not mentioned in his alleged authorization letter,

notwithstanding that he was in bankruptcy at the time, yet Mr. Kern was permitted to

speak for Mr. Harkey at the hearings without any foundation for his testimony and

without there being any opportunity for Respondent to cross-examine Mr. Harkey nor

any explanation why Mr. Harkey was not also on the telephone.

The Record is complete with thousands of pages of email and text

correspondence between Mr. Harkey and Respondent, too numerous to exhibit here,

but upon request Respondent will make whatever part any Member of this Court may

wish be separately submitted as unfortunately the Record as prepared by the ODC is in

shambles.

Second, although the ODC prosecutor through his investigator did claim that the

Respondent had not timely responded to his inquires, that testimony was proven false

at the hearing and recanted by the ODC investigator after being shown a fax to him

responding to his supposed unanswered request for further information (one can never

satisfy the endless requests from the ODC) and seemingly embarrassingly dropped

(Exhibit 21), yet somehow made its way inexplicably back before this Court as a

justification for disbarm ent.

ln order to understand the truth, it is necessary to understand the chronology of

events, why Mr. Kern was not a trustworthy firsthand witness at the hearings (Exhibit

22), and why Respondent had to withdraw from representing Mr. Harkey due to Ms.

Nora becoming the plaintiff in the case as the Harkey Trust Trustee (Exhibit 23), which

Respondent testified to at the hearings and fully documented, summarized as follows:

Mr. Harkey, after having previously been convicted of federal financial felonies in

federal court on the U.S. Mainland and later a felon in possession of a firearm, serving

between ten to fifteen years in federal prisons (Exhibit 24), came to Respondent in late

2015 thereafter with various cases seeking pro hac vlce representation.

One of his cases had just been dismissed in Washington State based on lack of

jurisdiction and another ongoing at the time in Nevada federal district court in Las
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Vegas, where he was appearing pro se, which after Mr. Kern was sanctioned by the

presiding Federal District Court Judge, that case was involuntarily dismissed with

prejudice on July 6,2017 (Exhibit 25).

Mr. Harkey hired Respondent first to attempt to salvage through reconsideration

his Washington State loss, which Respondent started to do, but ultimately Mr' Harkey

instructed Respondent to cease working on the Washington State case and to

concentrate on the Las Vegas action.

Respondent applied successfully for pro hac vice status with another member of

his law firm in federal district court in Las Vegas, Nevada, thoroughly researching the

case and communicating with nearly a dozen opposing Nevada counsel over

outstanding discovery and other pretrial matters, and traveling to Nevada, meet with Mr'

Harkey and other local counsel, while drafting new pleadings and discovery requests. Al

of that work is detailed in the Record under Respondent's thousands of pages of

submissions forthe Kern/Harkev Case alone'

Mr. Harkey's existing wrongful foreclosure amended pleadings had been ghost

written by a Midwestern attorney, Wendy Nora, who at the time was under disciplinary

investigation in her home state of wisconsin and therefore unable to secure pro hac

yice status in Nevada, and indeed had been not so politely removed by the presiding

Nevada District Judge from doing any work in the Nevada case following heated

objections by opposing counsel before Respondent was retained, her having been

discovered working on the case as an alleged paralegal sidestepping that District

Court,s pro hac yice rules, and then warned off the case by that Court after visibly

surfacing in Mr. Harkey's case, and being subsequently suspended from the practice of

law for two years (Exhibit 26).

During Respondent's representation of Mr' Harkey, Mr' Harkey signed two

written retainer agreements. Mr. Harkey, othenrvise preferring to conduct his financial

affairs orally, and was at his request provided only with oral client trust account

updates, as he emphatically specifically wanted nothing financially to be in writing,

maintaining a low financial profile after his incarceration and apparently fearful of the

lRS, having no bank accounts, and all retainer funds were wired to Respondent from

bank accountsthat were not his'
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Similarly, Mr. Harkey would principally conduct business on the telephone and by

text messaging, occasionally sending emails at least at first to Respondent only through

a friend in Washington State.

ln one such text message from Mr. Harkey, sent to Respondent in his

representation of him, when his retainer funds had become exhausted, Mr. Harkey

wrote Respondent acknowledging that Respondent had kept him orally fully informed

and up-to-date regarding his fees and costs as Mr. Harkey had requested, and that Mr'

Harkey was in the process of wiring additional funds for his Nevada litigation ("1 have

already pledged to get another installment to you as soon as I can. A Commitment" -
dated April2l ,2016) (Exhibit 27).

Respondent, however, became ethically required to withdraw his representation

when Ms. Nora convinced Mr. Harkey to transfer his real property, which was the

subject of the Nevada action, to a newly formed operating trust headed by her as

Trustee so that she could again take controlof the Nevada litigation, telling Respondent

what to do, as a ploy overcoming her being disqualified from pro hac vlce representation

in Nevada, and Respondent by email on April 25,2016 let Ms. Nora know why:

As you know, no attorney can accept the relationship you propose'
you are forcing my law firm to withdraw our petition for pro hac vice

appearances. I niO hoped in recently emailing you that you could

work with us on the Nevada case, not that you would control our

representation and not that we would be stand-ins for you. Your

proposal is unethical and would be contrary to the rules governing

pro'hac vice representation in the State of Nevada'

Thereafter contemporaneously followed a series of similar email exchanges

between and among the Respondent (explaining further why he could not ethically

continue representing Mr. Harkey in the case) and Mr' Harkey (asking Respondent

naively to please stay on and work with Ms. Nora behind the scenes) and Ms' Nora

(threatening Respondent, while explaining the way she intended to controlthe case).

This correspondence is similarly voluminous. There was no way that Respondent

was going to participate in a fraud on the Nevada District Court, no matter how much

money he was being offered.

The discussion between Mr. Harkey and Respondent, Mr. Harkey continuing to

ask Respondentto stay on and work with Ms. Nora, culminated with finaltext messages
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from Respondent to Mr. Harkey explaining why he could not ethically further represent

Mr. Harkey (Exhibit 28).

Whereupon, Respondent moved to withdraw as did his assigned local counsel, at

the time a Nevada State Representative and Chairman of Bernie Sanders' 2016

Presidential Campaign in Nevada, himself about to run for U.S. Senate in Nevada, who

Respondent could earlier assured, now embarrassingly, that being local counselwould

not in any way risk his receiving any bad publicity due to the Harkey litigation.

The motion to withdraw was granted by the Nevada Court who was told by

Respondent only of irreconcilable differences between client and counsel so as not to

prejudice Mr. Harkey's case. Meanwhile, Respondent warned Mr. Harkey that Ms. Nora

was not competentto handle his case.

Ms. Nora as Trustee replaced Respondent with her personally selected out-of-

state counsel who in turn selected as his local counsel Mr. Kern, joining the fraud, who

together wrecked Mr. Harkey's case, failing to cooperate in discovery, finally to the point

where Mr. Harkey and Mr. Kern were sanctioned by the Nevada District Judge who then

dismissed the case with prejudice for noncompliance with federal rules, supra. See case

docket sheet referenced above.

In desperation, Ms. Nora and Mr. Kern had attempted to blame Respondent for

their discovery failings, but the Nevada District Court was not fooled and did not agree,

and when Ms. Nora surfaced on the record as the Trustee, as Respondent had predicted,

the Nevada District Judge wanted nothing more to do with the case and dismissing,

entering sanctions against all of them.

Ms. Nora then placed Mr. Harkey's trust in bankruptcy ("The Harkey Operating

Trust") while appealing the dismissal by the Nevada Court, which bankruptcy was

incorrectly filed by Ms. Nora in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court in Minnesota, then transferred

to the U.S. Bankruptcy Court in Nevada. That part of the saga is also voluminously

documented in the Record by Respondent.

The bankruptcy case was opposed by the IRS as could be expected and

eventually dismissed with no discharge.

Respondent was contacted by the Trust's bankruptcy attorney, Mr. Edstrom, who

informed Respondent that the Trust had filed a claim against Respondent for the return
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of all of Mr. Harkey's paid retainer fees based on allegations from Mr. Kern, not Mr.

Harkey.

Whereupon, Respondent explained the situation to Mr. Edstrom and since Mr'

Harkey was now a Debtor in federal bankruptcy court and he had been contacted by his

official bankruptcy attorney not a part of Mr. Nora's fraud, Respondent provided a

complete written accounting showing way in excess of what Respondent had been paid

as Mr. Harkey had never added his promised funds, supra, and that was the end of the

matter, with Respondent's accounting never challenged in the Harkey Operating Trust

Bankruptcy, with all appeals from the Nevada dismissal rejected, and Ms' Nora

suspension from the practice of law by her State's disciplinary agency became final'

The ODC meanwhile received a complaint from Ms. Nora's chosen, discredited

local counsel, Mr. Kern, accusing Respondent of failing to provide Mr' Harkey with a

written accounting, even though Mr. Harkey had instructed Respondent not to do so.

When the Kern complaint was first called to Respondent's attention by the ODC,

Ms. preece, then Assistant Disciplinary Counsel, had already made up her mind to add

the Kern matter to her planned Petition for Discipline, refusing in writing to meet with

Respondent until the Kern matterwas submitted to a Member of the Disciplinary Board.

The ODC chose to take Mr. Kern's testimony by telephone at the hearing, whose

testimony regarding Respondent's representation of Mr. Harkey was all hearsay, the

ODC making no attempt to call Mr. Harkey as a witness even by telephone, ignoring the

fact that Mr. Kern had brought the charges so he could self-servingly be paid his fees'

Respondent repeatedly tried to contact Mr. Harkey but received no reply'

This is all documented in seven days of hearings and the resulting hearing

transcripts. Respondent should not be prejudiced by the voluminous nature of the

Record. However, everything in these Motion Papers is alldocumented there.

Mr. Kern was unable to testify with personal knowledge regarding any of the

ODC's charges against Respondent producing no evidence that Mr' Harkey had even

so instructed him: (a) Mr. Kern with respectto the requirementsof HRPC Rule 1.15(d)

had no personal knowledge of what the agreement had been between Mr. Harkey and

Respondent regarding accounting for hours and costs, (b) Mr. Kern with respect to

HRpC Rule 1.15(c) had no personal knowledge of Respondent's deposits made by Mr'
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Harkey into Respondent's client trust account, which happened to be two direct wire

transfers into Respondent's client trust account, (c) Mr. Kern with respect to the

requirements of HRPC Rule 1.15(d) had no personal knowledge of notices given to Mr.

Harkey by Respondent concerning the disbursement of funds from Respondent's client

trust account, and (d) Mr. Kern with respect to the requirements of HRPC Rule 1.a(aX3)

(misquoted by Petitioner in its Amended Petition), had no personal knowledge of how

Respondent had or had not kept Mr. Harkey informed'

Mr. Kern's unsupported hearsay testimony was moreover completely

contradicted by Respondent and his voluminous supporting documentation to the

contrary, including evidence of Mr. Kern's attempted and rejected fraud on the Nevada

Court, but nevertheless the ODC's findings of fact adopted every factually contradicted

statement made by Mr. Kern, and despite the fact that Respondent was bound by

HRCP Rule 3.3 not to aid Mr. Kern in his and Ms. Nora's waging of their fraud on the

Nevada Court.

One need look no further to confirm Mr. Kern's bias than to observe his attempt

to speculate at the hearing how Respondent's final accounting produced to Mr. Edstrom

was supposedly in miniscule error, by his challenging a few time entries which

represented an infinitesimal fraction of the overall balance of fees and costs owed to

Respondent by Mr. Harkey, one based on more than 24 hours charged in one day, that

and a few others being clear accounting errors by Respondent's office accountant who

tabulates the hours and prepares the invoices as Respondent testified, and another

infinitesimal challenge based on the entry of an alleged incorrect date for Respondent's

trip to Las Vegas to meet with Mr. Harkey, when in fact accompanying airline and hotel

receipts in the record showed that Respondent's trip dates were correct'

This is certainly not a record on any clear and convincing evidence upon which to

disbar any attorneY.
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4. This Gourt's Andia Conclusions Are Factually Not True

"Respondent by signing the names of his clients, withouttheir permission, in the

endorsement seciionbt a $t 32,000.00 settlement check made out to them alone and

depositing it in his client trust account thereby gained controlover those funds."
Andia Case, Order, Page 2.

Not true. The above conclusory statement standing alone, if presented to this

Court as the sole finding of fact by a Hawaii Circuit Court or by the Hawaii Intermediate

Court of Appeals would be reversed as insufficient, ignoring material facts and making

further review impossible, especially if it merely had adopted verbatim an adversary

party's conclusory finding of fact, yet that is exactly what the Hearing Officer, the Board,

and now this Court has done in this case.

For, none of the material facts summarized in these Motion Papers which were

all documented for the ODC as early as 2016 is a specially prepared Andia Fact Book

(Exhibit 2g- in Three Parts, "A", "8", and "C") for the ODC which contradict this naked

conclusory statement above have yet to be shown to have been considered by the

ODC, the Hearing Officer, the Board, and now this Court, notwithstanding pronouncing

a death sentence upon a contributing Member of the Bar with othenruise no disciplinary

sanctions in his entire S7-year legal career'

That Andia Fact Book tells the true story, everything documented therein,

summarized in the Andia part of these Motion Papers.

Starting at ground zero, not all of the $132,000 settlement funds were owned by

the Andias. Close to fifty percent of the settlement funds as first disputed by Mr' Andia

he later agreed belonged to the Respondent.

Of the 9132,000, $70,297 .13 was immediately paid to the Andias once the Bank

of America setflement check written on a Rhode lsland Bank cleared Respondent's First

Hawaiian Bank Client Trust Account, including $8,000.00 othenryise by written

agreement replenishing the Andias' retainer account, also immediately paid to the

Andias when Respondent's services were terminated'

The ownership of the remaining $61 ,702,87 was initially disputed, Mr. Andia

claiming the entire $61 ,702.87 as his, pursuant to a claimed "flat fee" agreement'
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The setlement check was supposed to have been made out to the Andias and

the Dubin Law Offices, as the Bank of America had requested and been provided with

Respondent's W-9 IRS clearance form, and Respondent as well as the Andias assumed

legal obligations pursuant to the settlement agreement, but when the settlement check

arrived it was mistakenly made payable to the Andias alone.

Respondent consulted with officers of First Hawaiian Bank who had to approve

any third-party check being deposited, and suggested if Respondent sign the Andias'

names, with his initials, they would approve the deposit into the trust account' FHB

initialed its approvalon the settlement check for the deposit.

It is erroneous to say that Respondent thus had control over the monies, as

every attorney is bound by Court Rules, and it is admitted that none of the monies left

the client trust account until Respondent then met with Mr' Andia'

During that meeting, Mr. Andia disputed only $19,885.00 of the $61,702,87,and

after being explained the basis for the Associates' charges, which he approved (and

later admitted in writing that he approved at that early meeting), and only then was the

$61,702.87 disbursed to the Dubin Law Offices'

Every Hawaii Rule of Professional Conduct was adhered to. All disputed funds

were placed safely in Respondent's client trust account, and the funds only removed

and were required to be removed when the clients approved the distribution, lndeed it

would have been a violation of our Rules not to have removed those earned funds.

More than a month later, Mr. Andia changed his mind, whereupon Respondent

offered to put $1g,gg5.00 back into his client trust account, but Mr. Andia refused.

Respondent offered to enter into Bar fee mediation or arbitration. Mr. Andia refused,

instead threatening First Hawaiian Bank and Respondent with lawsuits.

First Hawaiian Bank sought exoneration in First Circuit Court, Judge Chang

presiding. Respondent sought exoneration in First Circuit Court, Judge Crandall

presiding. Both Judges ordered the Andias to show up in their courtrooms. The Andias

refused.

Even the Hearing Officer and the Board both ultimately agreed that the

961,702,87 was correctly disputed by Respondent and that the Andias were not entitled

to the entire amount..
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These are the materialfacts of ownership and compliance with Hawaii Rules of

professional Conduct contradicting this Court's naked conclusory finding above.

Respondent nor any other attorney can please every client as our courts are the

decision makers in such cases, which is especially true in the area of foreclosure defense

trying to save homes, which traditionally understandably generating enormous personal

stress for affected homeowners who may suffer from lender abuses or who instinctively

may and often do blame their attorneys as well as their judge if they lose theirforeclosure

case.

This has created occasional grief not only for Respondent's law firm which

pioneered foreclosure defense in Hawaii, but for our Circuit Courts also, as evidenced

by Judge Blondin in Honolulu at the end of her term as foreclosure judge having had to

require an armed deputy in her courtroom, and JudgeCardoza on Maui before retiring

occasionally requiring two armed deputies in attendance, and Judge Castagnetti last

year having to stop proceedings in one case to summons armed deputies to eject a

yelling homeowner from her courtroom'

This Court has not escaped on the lnternet the wrath of some foreclosed

homeowners either.

No wonder then that foreclosure defense clients generate the most Bar

regulatory complaints nationwide. Clients are often confused by the inner-workings of

the legal system, or conclude that their judges are biased in favor of lenders, and some

foreclosure defense clients are simply dishonest, believing that by complaining against

their defense attorneysthey will get their monies or their homes back.

And when the ODC gets a complaint against a foreclosure defense attorney, it

begins a feeding frenzy,with a Neanderthalmindset contraryto the reality.

Foreclosure defense also is not a lucrative calling. Respondent's law firm routinely

charges an initial retainer for foreclosure defense clients, most of whom thereafter are

frequenfly unable to pay as the cases can continue for years, turning cases into pro

bono efforts, yet Respondent's law firm unlike many, never withdraws from a case for

nonpayment, being paid only if there is a large enough settlement'

Mr. and Ms. Andia became Respondent's clients on or about February 17,2012,

signing a retainer agreement for $16,500. They had not paid their mortgage for several
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years and were in the process of being sued for foreclosure and eviction. Their first

retainer check was dishonored by their local bank'

After Respondent's initial meeting with the Andias, Respondent participated only

initially in their case, researching and preparing a litigation plan and for nearly four years

thereafter had absolutely no contact with the Andias whatsoever until the dispute

described below arose, their case being exclusively conducted by Associates in

Respondent's law firm, the Associates being responsible for keeping track of their hours

and case costs, billing the clients, preparing court documents, attending hearings, and

communicating with the clients and opposing counsel, whereas Respondent or a Senior

Associate will handle the trial if any as lead counsel'

Although Respondent is a sole proprietor, he is not a sole practitioner, his law

firm handling hundreds of case, for which many an Associate is assigned full

responsibility. Respondent has full responsibility for his own cases. That is how law

firms work.

The Andias' representation consisted of defending against foreclosure and

eventually the Associates in charge of their case at the request filed a Counterclaim,

which additional work including suing the Bank of America however was not a part of

their written retaineragreement nor covered by their initial retainer'

Throughout their representation, the Andias reportedly continued to state that

they were unable to pay for their legal representation further. Respondent's law firm,

however, continued to represent them at considerable additional expense not

contemplated at the time of retention and not a part of their written legal services

agreement, what amounted to a forced contingencyarrangement.

Almost four years later, Respondent's law firm, while managing to keep the

Andias in their home at great savings for them otherwise in rental payments estimated

to be a savings of more than $120,000, and without their paying their mortgage or

property taxes or hazard insurance estimated to be a savings of $240,000, and without

paying Respondent's law firm further for almost four years saving more than $60,000,

the Bank of America offered to settle for a dismissal alone of the Andia Counterclaim

against it, while the foreclosure case was to continue with however a likely very

attractive loan modification offer.
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It took negotiations lasting almost a year, including a sustained mediationeffort,

before the setflement was finalized by the Associates who neglected to inform

Respondent about all of the extra work done on the Counterclaim, on the Mediation

before retired Supreme Court Justice Duffy, or the Settlement until agreed upon (Exhibit

soA).

The settlement as negotiated required the Bank of America to pay $132,000,

which included the Andias' attorneys'fees and cosfs in exchange for a dismissalof the

Counterclaim, with the settlement check to be made payable to the Andias and to the

Respondent's law firm, the Dubin Law Offices, jointly, which is standard settlement

procedure in this jurisdiction, if not everywhere.

It was and is also standard procedure in this jurisdiction, expressly reserved in

the Andias'written retainer agreement at Paragraph 16, that Respondent had an

attorney's lien covering settlement proceeds giving Respondent a lawful ownership

interest in settlement proceeds in the case:

Attorney's Lien. You hereby grant us a lien on your claims or causes

of action which are the subject of our representation, and on any

recovery or settlementthereof, for any sums owed us during or after

our rePresentation.

Accordingly, local counsel for the Bank of America requested IRS W-9 forms

signed by both the Andias and by the Respondent before its settlement check would be

released, which both the Andias and Respondent thus signed and returned to opposing

counsel.

The setlement agreement itself placed burdens on Respondent as consideration

for signing to agree to certain settlement terms, and the standard policy of having

setlement funds made payable to opposing parties and their attorneys is also

specifically so that opposing counseldoes not subsequently seek fees and costs.

When the settlement check was received by Respondent's office, it was

mistakenly made payable to the Andias only'

Respondent was informed by the Associate in his office at that time, Richard

Forrester, who was in charge of the Andias' foreclosure litigation taking over for

Associate Andrew Goff who had negotiated the settlement regarding the Counterclaim,
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that Mr. Andia for the first time was demanding all of the settlement monies supposedly

having had a "flat fee" agreement with Respondent, no matter how much legal work had

to be done and no matter how much costs were incurred'

Respondent discussed the mistake with an officer at First Hawaiian Bank where

his attorney client trust account has been located since 1982, and it was agreed to

avoid having to return the check and attendant delays that Respondent deposit the

disputed funds in his attorney client trust account where they could remain until the

matter was resolved. The deposit was approved by the Bank and its officer initialed the

setflement check allowing it to be deposited, requiring only that Respondent sign the

Andias' names and initial also.

Respondent agreed, and as he had been similarly instructed to do so by First

Hawaiian Bank private Banking Vice Presidents eve since 1982 when receiving two-

party setlement checks except usually jointly payable to Respondent, he deposited the

setlement check writing the names of the Andias followed by his initials as required by

First Hawaiian Bank, with First Hawaiian Bank aftenrrrards approving the deposit by

initialing the settlement check also'

Obviously, the disputed funds were to be kept in Respondent's client trust

account and not released untilthe dispute was resolved, which is what Respondent and

First Hawaiian Bank intended and Respondent did so until the Andias approved of the

distribution of the funds suPra.

previously, for about four years Respondent had had no contact with the Andias

whatsoever, and the responsibility to keep them informed of the status of their

foreclosure case and their fees and costs was entirely the responsibility of assigned

Associates in Respondent's office; moreover the Andias had never complained to

Respondent regarding even once about anything having to do with their foreclosure

case or the Bank of America settlement before the settlement check was due.

Upon depositing the settlement check in his attorney client trust account, Mr.

Forrester testified before the Hearing Officer that he explained to Mr. Andia that his

case was not accepted on a "flat fee" basis, providing him with a copy of his signed

retainer agreement showing that the "flat fee" box was not checked, at which point
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reportedly Mr. Andia withdrew his flat fee allegation yet raised it again at the hearing, it

seemed on the based urging of the Hearing Officer'

Respondent timely wrote and informed the Andias of the deposit into his attorney

client trust account and their responsibility for fees and costs, also providing them with

an invoice for the total charges from 2012 through 2015 in the amount o'f $78,202'87,

and enclosed the balance due the Andias, crediting the Andias with their initial retainer

payment after their first check bounced'

Respondent however did not charge the Andias for the more than a dozen hours

spent by Mr. Goff in mediation efforts for the Andias which ironically resulted in the

setflement, as Mr. Goff had left the law firm to join the Attorney General's Office without

billing for those hours.

Mr. Forrester advised Respondent that Mr. Andia was anxious to hide the funds

from his former wife and the State of Hawaii, wanting to keep the funds from appearing

in his name if possible, since he was behind in child support payments' Of course,

Respondent's law firm could not agree to facilitate a fraud against the State and

refused, which greatly upset Mr. Andia, and appears to be the reason for his anger.

Mr. Andia was invited by Respondent to meet to discuss the distribution of the

setflement funds in his client trust account, specifically the amount payable to the

Andias, after Mr. Andia voicing objection beforehand and at the meeting solely

concerning the billing rates of Respondent's Associates, Messrs. Goff and Forrester,

which amounted to a $19,885.00 dispute.

Mr. Andia met Respondent at Respondent's Office clean shaven and dressed in

a business suit, explaining at the beginning of their meeting that he, Mr' Andia, was a

successful businessman with his own photography company. At the later hearing before

the Hearing Officer, however, he appeared unshaven with ragged clothing and a staged

homeless look.

Respondent explained to Mr. Andia the Associates' billing rates at the meeting

based on their superior performance and successful result as the term "reasonable" is

defined in the Hawaii Rules of Professional Conduct, and again showed Mr. Andia a

copy of the retainer agreement he signed showing that the representation was not

based on a "flat fee," but on the fees and costs incurred in his case during the past four
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years, although the Andias were not even charged for the extensive mediation and

settlementwork.

Respondent explained to Mr. Andia specifically all of the successfulwork that his

law firm had achieved for Mr. Andia and for his wife, keeping them in their home since

2012 and securing for them a six-figure victory just on the Counterclaim alone which

was outside of the scope of their retainer agreement, without being paid for that work,

and that based on a contingency fee arrangement they would have owed Respondent

more.

Respondent explained to Mr. Andia that Messrs. Goff and Forrester apparently

never provided him with a prior fee and cost statement because as provided in the

retainer agreement he never asked for one and that he kept telling them that he had no

more money to pay the law firm forthe work.

Nevertheless, we continued to do the work for the Andias.

Mr. Andia at the conclusion of their meeting agreed that his proposed share of

the distribution was reasonable and withdrew his $19,885.00 objection based on

Associate billing rates and cashed his $62,297.13 check payable from Respondent's

Client Trust Account a few days later which he had held for weeks, as well as cashing a

$8,000.00 refund check since refusing to replenish the retainer account for the work

ahead, also payable from Respondent's Client Trust Account a week or so after cashing

the $62,297.13 check upon informing Respondent that he was changing attorneys in

their foreclosure action still ongoing their Counterclaim no longer in the case.

Upon Mr. Andia's agreement, Respondent then and only then paid the Andias

and transferred the agreed upon $69,702.87 payable to the Dubin Law Offices from the

Respondent's Client Trust Account to Respondent's Operating Account'

Subsequently, in email correspondence with Respondent, Mr. Andia admitted in

writing that he had agreed to the distribution ("At our meeting, you gave me your

explanation and I said 'okay"' (emphasis added)'

Months later, in an email to Respondent, Mr. Andia tried to explain away his

consent to the agreed upon distribution, without which Respondent would never have

removed from his client trust account those monies ($19,885.00) that Mr' Andia had

already agreed were for Respondent's law firm, Mr. Andia for the first time claiming that
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he only agreed because he was afraid that otherurise Respondent would stop payment

on the separate $8,000 check:

I had just received a check from you in the amount of $8,000 and
understood that if I disagreed with you in our meeting that you would
most likely put a "stop payment" on the check.

ln truth, Respondent had earlier assured Mr. Andia in writing that "lf however you

wish to replace us as your counsel, the $8,000 will be immediately released to you".

Additionally, Mr. Andia's excuse for agreeing to the distribution was further belied

by the fact that he and his wife had belatedly cashed Respondent's much earlier, way

larger $62,297.13 check 10 days earlier upon which no "stop payment" had been

placed.

Meanwhile, according to Mr. Andia, he decided to renege during a Christmas

Party attended by several mostly unnamed attorneys, and thereafter started to accuse

Respondent of "forgery" in an effort to harm Respondent, openly telling that to local

counsel for the Bank of America, to executive officers of First Hawaiian Bank, and to

other local attorneys, including filing a police report which was ignored as not containing

any of the elements of forgery.

Coincidentally, the list of Mr. Andia's Christmas invitees emailed to Respondent

shows that one his sailing buddies has been an opposing client of Respondent's law

firm who lost a major case in this Court in 2016 which probably did not make him very

happy, 139 Haw. 167 ,384 P.3d 1 268 (2016) (Exhibit 30).

And coincidentally, when Respondent withdrew from the Andia foreclosure case,

ironically over Mr. Andia's filed objection nevertheless approved by Judge Ayabe,

James Hochberg, an attorney who Respondent had successfully earlier sued for legal

malpractice in the First Circuit Court before Judge Border for a client for whom

Respondent had also won the ICA appeal, 212 Haw. App. LEXIS 587, 2012 WL

1951332 (2012), suddenly appeared for Mr. and Ms. Andia, entering a "special

appearance" in theirforeclosure case (Exhibit 31),

This is indeed a small community and attorneys should be protected against

vendettas.
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Respondent in good faith, believed to be responding ethically, immediately upon

learning of Mr. Andia's about face, offered to return the $19,885 to his client trust

account and to mediate or arbitrate the dispute under the auspices of the Hawaii State

Bar Association, notwithstanding Mr. Andia's having acknowledged that he was given a

full explanation of the billing charges and billing rates previously and had given to

Respondent his approval of the distribution and having thereafter cashed both the

$62,297.13 check and the $8,000 check months earlier'

Mr. Andia, however, refused mediation or arbitration, warning that his intention

was to harm ResPondent.

Mr. Andia had been a difficult client from the beginning according to the firm's

Associates working with him. Mr. Andia throughout the foreclosure litigation was, for

example, extremely hostile toward the legal system and to the opposing party and its

counsel, constanly using foul language in telephone discussions and in his emails to

Respondent's associate attorneys, writing, for instance, that he was "sick of being

bullshitted" by his lender and accused respected opposing counsel Pat McHenry of

being "a dirt bag and a liar"'

When the police refused to prosecute Respondent for forgery, Mr. Andia accused

First Hawaiian Bank also of financial wrongdoing, threatening to sue First Hawaiian

Bank and Respondent, which he however never did, causing First Hawaiian Bank to file

a lawsuit for its exoneration in the First Circuit Court or having Respondent put the

disputed funds back into his client trust account (which Respondent initially agreed

to do but Mr. Andia refused), and causing Respondent also to file his own separate

lawsuit in First Circuit Court to have his deposit of the settlement funds placed into his

client trust account approved by that Court,

Respondent's lawsuit, assigned to Judge Crandall, was heard first'

The Andias, aware of the first hearing scheduled before Judge Crandall, did not

even show up. Judge Crandall, a very thorough judge, now retired, wanted nevertheless

to hear from the Andias, giving them their day in court, and issued an order to show

cause to each of them which was served personally on both of them to appear at the

next hearing before her, stating their objections if any to Respondent's deposit of the
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settlement check into his attorney client trust account and to pled their case against

Respondent and First Hawaiian Bank.

But neither Mr. Andia nor Ms. Andia bothered to even show up at the next

hearing to which they had been formally served with an OSC and subpoenaed by Judge

Crandall, and court approval for the release of Respondent's portion of the settlement

funds went uncontested.

First Hawaiian Bank's lawsuit was next heard before Judge Chang. Again, the

Andias, timely served by First Hawaiian Bank as plaintiff, did not show up at the first

hearing before Judge Chang, and First Hawaiian Bank following Judge Crandall's ruling

in Respondent's case, sought to withdraw its lawsuit before Judge Chang that sought to

have the otherwise disputed funds returned to Respondent's Client Trust Account if it

had in any way wrongfully approved the deposit of the settlement check.

The Andias' stale claim, rejected by the Honolulu Police Department and by First

Hawaiian Bank and by Respondent, and their failing to even show up in two First Circuit

Court courtrooms before two separate judges, one of whom had them served with an

order to show cause and subpoenas compelling their attendance, the Andias filed their

forgery grievance next with the ODC, whose personnel unfortunately not only lack

investigative training or judicial expertise, but whose personal personnel gotcha

incentives historically have not placed a premium on finding the truth.

The ODC prosecutor drafted a self-serving hodgepodge of irresponsible,

blatantly false proposed findings of fact for consideration by the Hearing Officer, most of

which completely contradicted the dispositive documentation and supporting testimony

above at the hearings.

Eg.; the "flat fee" box was not checked by the Andias on their retainer agreement

(vs. FOF 66, 68); no attempt was made to represent that the Andias had signed the

back of the check, having to the contrary been initialed by Respondent and also initialed

as approved by an officer of First Hawaiian Bank (vs. FOF 91); none of those funds

were withdrawn from Respondent's client trust account or used in any way by anyone

until the withdrawal and the distribution of those funds was approved by the Andias, as

subsequently verified by Mr. Andia in an admission against interest in writing (v. FOF

105).
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Moreover, no substantive work contrary to the ODC was undertaken by

Respondent or any associates until five months after retention when the complaint was

served and the Associates continued to work on the case without more funds, because

the Andias said they had no money, planning to pay when the case settled (v. FoF

102); an additional $8,000 was retained only if the Andias wanted Respondent's

Associates to continue working on the foreclosure claims which continued after the

setlement only because the Andias agreed to settle on the Counterclaim only (v' FOF

gg, 120); Respondent never refused to put the Associates'disputed $19,885 back into

his client trust account; months later after approving the distribution of the settlement

funds Mr. Andia simPlY reneged,

Whereupon in writing Respondent offered immediately to maintain the status quo

ante, but that offer was refused, Mr. Andia preferring instead to file a police report for

forgery, subsequently rejected, and to threaten First Hawaiian Bank who had approved

the deposit, with suit, nor did Respondent ever threaten Mr. Andia with additional

charges, only mentioning he was not even charged for all of the work (v. FOF 1 1 1).

Even more revealing are the material facts that were completely ignored by the

ODC prosecutor in his draft of the proposed findings:

E.G.: there is no mention of the undisputed fact of the two lawsuits, brought

respectfully by Respondent and by First Hawaiian Bank, in which when asked by both

presiding Judges to explain their positions regarding the money deposited in

Respondent's client trust account and whether those monies should be returned to the

client trust account and given to the Andias, they refused to even show up in court in

either case; there is no mention of the fact that the Dubin Law Offices had represented

them in their foreclosure case for close to half a decade defending against foreclosure

and prosecuting their Counterclaim to the point where the Bank of America settled for

g132,000, hardly the usual achievement in a foreclosure case, aftertheir not having

paid there mortgage or a penny for fees or costs since February 2012; there is no

mention of the fact that after having approved the distribution of the settlement funds

according to Mr. Andia, the Andias waited months before suddenly deciding to accuse

Respondent of forgery; there is no mention of the fact that after the Andias suddenly

cried forgery, Respondent offered to put the Associates' disputed $19,885 back into his
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client trust account, offering the alternative of mediation or arbitration, which offers were

refused, and no mention that First Hawaiian Bank approvingly initialed the deposit also.

Respondent's conduct was without any intention to act contrary to the wishes of

the clients and was in conformity with the requirements of the Hawaii Rules of

Professional Conduct.

The ownership interests of both the clients and the Respondent were fully

protected after the Bank of America, mailing the settlement check to Respondent's

Office, the Bank having made a mistake in not making it jointly payable as the

Settlement Agreement by its terms provided for bargained for performances by both

Respondent and his clients, and all of that after Mr. Andia at first insisted in bad faith

that he had no obligation to pay Respondent anything. He wanted the entire

$132,000.00.

The check was deposited in Respondent's client trust account and kept there

until its distribution was agreed upon, pursuant to HRPC Rule 1.15(e):

When in the course of representation a lawyer is in possession of
property in which two or more persons (one of whom may be the lawyer)
claims interests, the property shall be kept separate by the lawyer until
the dispute is resolved. Disputed client funds shall be kept in a client
trust account until the dispute is resolved.

And Respondent being bound by the rest of that same Rule 1.15(e), after Mr.

Andia approved the distribution, including the funds to be paid to Respondent, the Rules

mandated that the funds be immediately removed from the client trust account:

The lawyer shall promptly distribute all portions of the property as to
which the interests are not in dispute.

Not to do so at that time would have been a HRPC violation.

Additionally, the ODC prosecutor contended that Respondent's published billing

rates were departed from in Andias' case. Yet nowhere in the HRPC is there a single

mention of the billable hour as controlling what clients are billed, not even found once,

and the Andias' retainer agreement specified fees "were subject to periodic increases".

Moreover, it was not the Respondent, but the Associates working the case alone

for almost four years who were responsible for communicating with the Andias and
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doing the billing, for in those years Respondent did not even have any contact with the

Andias whatsoever, yet now an attempt is being made to disbar vicariously'

HRpC Rule 1.5(a) sets forth eight factors for determining the reasonableness of

fees, and notably some of the factors can be applied only after and not before the legal

services are first rendered, depending, for instance, on "the time and labor required," on

,'the novelty and difficulty of the questions involved," and on "the results obtained."

And who could argue with the results obtained: $132,000 for the winning of the

Counterclaim alone after four years of effort, which the Andias wanted to run away with

all $132,000.00 for themselves, a skillful victory for which the Andias had paid nothing'

This Court's unsupported conclusory finding that Respondent violated a

disciplinary rule in the handling of a settlement check is contradicted by the material

record facts, and clear and convincingly by a simple ponderance of the evidence'

,'Respondent did not immediately inform the clients of the receipt of the check when he

learned of it. The invoice he subsequently issued to the clients on November 7,2015
was the first billing statement or accounting since the inception of his representation of

them in February iOlZ *n"rein he asserted $69,702.87 in fees and costs owing, based

upon an hourly rate of $385.00 an hour for associates on the case'"
Andia Case, Order, Page 2'

Not true. Respondent has already explained above with documentation that he

had no contact with the Andias or their case for approximately four years prior to his

office receiving the setlement check, that keeping him informed was the responsibility

of their assigned attorneys, and that the Andias were immediately paid all undisputed

amounts as soon as the setilement check cleared and as Respondent best recalls even

shorfly before that Rhode lsland check cleared in his client trust account.

"That rate was unreasonable because it exceeded by $1 15.00 per hour the rate agreed

upon in the retainer agreement for associates and was also applied to one associate for

work done at a time when that associate was not licensed to practice law in this
jurisdiction". Andia Case, Order, page 2'
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Not true. The Court has failed to apply the "reasonableness" standard for judging

the appropriateness of fees found in its own Rule 1.5(a) of the Hawaii Rules of

Professional Conduct, since some of the factors adding to hourly rates can only be

applied after and not before tt.le legal services are first rendered, depending, for

instance, on "the time and labor required," on "the novelty and difficulty of the questions

involved," and on "the results obtained."

ln Andias' situation, Respondent was paid nothing for the successfulwork of his

law firm for four years on the Counterclaim, yielding $132,000.00 in settlementfunds,

which not only was a very successful outcome challenging loan modification abuses,

but to this day an unprecedented recovery for any homeowner.

Additionally, the Andias in those four years while Respondent's law firm pursued

their Counterclaim (1) saved a total of more than $420,000.00, supra, not paying any

legal fees or having to pay alternatively for renting elsewhere, nor being burdened with

any mortgage payments or any real property tax or hazard insurance obligations instead

being paid by their lender, plus (2) escaping hundreds of thousands of dollars more in

any deficiency judgment, while being offered an attractive loan modification terminating

the foreclosure.

All of this was reflected in the above questioned billing rates, for that is the

language of the day, the "billable hour," notwithstanding that nowhere in Rule 1.5(a) is

the "billable hour" mentioned or anywhere for that matter mentioned throughout the

Hawaii Rules of Professional Conduct

This Court might be surprised to learn that when Respondent began the practice

of law in 1964 there was no such thing as the "billable hour" or "hourly billable rate."

lnstead, clients were billed based mainly upon value of legal services, the risk of

nonrecovery, and results obtained, precisely as set forth in Rule 1.5(a), the century old

language of which still comprises the ABA standards of reasonableness to this day.

The history of the application of the ABA standard of "reasonableness" is

thoroughly explained in a paper published in the 1977 University of Pennsylvania Law

Review justifying Respondent's billing conduct in this case (Exhibit 32).

How does this Court justify on this point imposing the professionaldeath penalty

on Respondent without even applying its own published "reasonableness" standards?
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Finally, as for Mr. Forrester, not only was he a Member of the Nevada Bar before

being employed by Respondent, but he became a Member of the Hawaii Bar a few

months after he started working on the case at which time thereafter the majority of his

billing on the Andia case occurred.

Moreover, why is all of this even any issue because Mr. Andia raised the same

questions at his meeting with Respondent shortly after the settlement check was

received, all of this was explained to Mr. Andia, and he agreed with the billing which he

later acknowledged in written he had approved, and it was only then that the disputed

setgementfunds sitting safely in Respondent's Client Trust Accountwere released.

"We also find the clients were never contacted or consulted regarding an amendment of

the agreed-upon rate. As a result, Respondent overcharged the clients a minimum of
$19,885.00." Andia Case, Order, page 2.

Not true. For all of the reasons already explained above, Respondent had no

contact with the Andias for the approximately four years leading up to his office

receiving the Bank of America settlement check which is not contested by anyone, and

it was not Respondent's responsibility, but the responsibility of the attorney assigned to

the Andias'case to keep them informed.

And, if that was not done, and there is no contrary testimony other than that from

Mr. Andia, the "agreed-upon rate," notwithstanding Mr. Andia's discredited insistence

that there was to the contrary a "flat fee" agreement only, was followed in the retainer

agreement by the language subject to periodic change,

And, in any event the amount billed according to this Court's own prescribed

standards of reasonableness, could not be determined until the results were known

without contradicting the laws of physics.

And, in any event, Mr. Andia admittedly ultimately agreed upon the billings.

All of the above facts, again, I fully documented in the Andia Fact Book set forth

in Three Parts in Exhibit 29.
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C. Respondent Was Denied Due Process

This Court has for decades been a national leader in assuring that court as well

as agency hearings are conducted fairly pursuant to the full requirements of due

process of law, as mandated by both Section 5 of Article I of our State Constitution and

by the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution, before

approving the results of any decision-making official.

A fair hearing, however, means much more than sitting in a courtroom or around

a table in front of a decision maker whether robed or not.

It requires fairness in substance and is not satisfied by mere fairness in form.

The record below, in addition to being factual flawed as shown above, is also

riddled with due process hearing violations, as identified below, far more serious and

deserving of much more consideration, it is respectfully submitted, than set forth in this

Court's Order of Disbarment, othenruise ignored with a one-sentence cryptic rejection:

"Respondent's arguments regarding alleged violations of his right to due process

throughout the disciplinary process we find them to be without merit," Order, page 3.

1. Due Process Prehearing Violations

From the outset, the ODC prosecutors abandoned any pretense in Respondent's

cases of impartial fact-finding in favor of "gotcha" investigations, assuming everything

asserted against Respondent to be true, refusing his request for a meeting until after

their petitions were filed, supra, and contrary to DB Rule 13 docketing the cases

immediately before any investigation whatsoeverwas undertaken by them.

The culture at the ODC for decades now has been to represent complainants as

if they were their own private clients, and to weigh their chances of promotion to be

increased by the number of suspensions or disbarments they can rack up, especially

against high profile attorneys like Respondent unless having the right political

affiliations, while increasing the financial burden of attorneys having to defend

themselves with ironically the ODC being funded by Bar dues.

Any fair reading of the hearing transcripts reveals a complete absence of any

fact-finding effort on the part of the ODC prosecutor, at one point totally lacking even
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any civility, banging his fist on the table for a full minute when not getting the answers

he wanted from the Respondent, while the Hearing Officer did nothing but look away.

There is also a question of fairness and trustworthiness of the ODC's pretrial

investigation depending how long otherwise stale grievances should be able to be raised

and attorneys investigated. especially anonymously by a Joe Smith, and belatedly

burdened.

Two of the charges against Respondent here were decades old when brought.

Other States set time limits on bringing attorney disciplinary grievance investigations,

since memories fade, witnesses die, and documents lost.

For example, some States restrict fling of grievances against attorneys to 2 years

(e.g., West Virginia), to 4 years (e.9., Nevada and Utah), to 6 years (e.9., Alabama), or

to a "reasonable" time (e.9., Ohio and Texas), of which this Court and its staff may take

judicialnotice.

Another pretrial due process right violated here was when the Petition for

Discipline and the Amended Petition for Discipline made no mention of requesting

disbarment, in their concluding prayers for relief only reciting that Respondent be

required to take the Multistate Professional Responsibility Exam while obliquely adding

whatever other discipline that might be imposed.

It was only at a subsequent prehearing conference that the ODC prosecutors

threaten disbarment, which was after Respondent had filed his position statements and

had decided to represent himself, and most importantly had not sought any Rule

2.22(a)(7) confidentiality extension before the time to do so had expired, which led to

irresponsible one-sided "disbarment" press accounts that prematurely devasted

Respondent's law practice, adding tremendously to his financial burden of defending

himself.

That failure to disclose the actual recommended penalties at the outset of

charging in disciplinary proceedings rendered the Amended Petition below procedurally

in violation of fundamental fairness.

Given the recognized quasi-criminal nature of disciplinary proceedings, not

informing the accused of the specific potential penalties when charged is anathema to
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due process of law and unheard of in Hawaii agency proceedings except within the

oDc.
2. Due Process Hearing Violations

Respondent was charged with professional ethics violations in four separate and

unrelated cases. Yet those cases were tried together in the same combined hearings

before the same Hearing Officer and where witnesses in each case, for the

convenience of the ODC prosecutor said to be conducting at the same time other

hearings in other cases, and for the convenience of witnesses, were taken out of order

interspersed between cases, Respondent constantly objecting as making it very difficult

to keep track of case specific testimony.

Such a smorgasbord of witness testimony not only deprived Respondent of a

meaningful and coherent hearing as to each of the four cases, but having the same

Hearing Officer preside over all four cases at the same time, which Respondent timely

objected to pursuant to DB Rule 21(e) requesting a three-person Hearing Panel or

separate Hearing Officers for each case instead), cross-contaminated the appointed

Hearing Officer's eventual decision making as is evident by his one-paragraph,

overlapping, conclud ing, malum prohibitum "adoption" explanati on, su pra.

Furthermore, as still another due process hearing violation of bedrock

proportions, DB Rule 9(c) requires as does due process everywhere that an appointed

Hearing Officer be free of the appearance of a conflict of interest, and if so to abstain

from hearing a case, and DB Rule 21(a) provides for a party to challenge presiding over

a disciplinary case by such a conflicted Hearing Officer.

As soon as Respondent recognized that Mr. Hughes, the appointed Hearing

Officer, had been opposing counsel in one of Respondent's appellate cases, Movle v. Y

& Y Hvuo Sh Corooration ,118 Haw.385, 191 P.3d 1062(2008), reversed in favorof

Respondent's client by this Court, Respondent immediately requested Mr. Hughes'

recusal at the pretrial conference.

Mr. Hughes heard the motion, filed his denial of the motion in writing, claiming

that the Movle case had been terminated, even though Respondent provided with

uncontroverted documentary evidence that the case was still active in First Circuit Court
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and indeed that settlement offers were being exchanged with Respondent and Mr.

Hughes. Mr. Hughes still refused to disqualify himself.

No objection to the recusal request as being untimelywas made by Mr. Hughes.

Due to DB Rule 20(e), no motions being permitted, Respondent could only

preserve that due process challenge for later appealto the Board.

Respondent was also denied his due process right to cross-examine two material

witnesses, one subpoenaed by the ODC who refused to testify in person, and another

not called by the ODC - yet both of them were ostensibly adroitly permitted to testify

over Respondent's objection by the Hearing Officer through the testimony of surrogates'

First, Ms. Andia, subpoenaed, ignored the ODC subpoena just as she did the

OSC from Judges Crandall and Chang, after Mr. Andia informed the Hearing Officer,

offering no proof of illness, that she was too emotional to attend, which was after Mr.

Andia was allowed to freelytestify on her behalf her state of mind and alleged damages.

Second, Mr. Kern, secured as a witness by the ODC from Nevada, appeared by

telephone, his placing on the record the surrogate testimony as to Mr. Harkey's

recollections, particularly as to client billings, without any explanation why Mr' Harkey

was refusing to testify on his own behalf.

Meanwhile, of course "Mr. Smith" did not testify, his anonymous DCCA complaint

believed to have been penned by Ms. Andia, which she would have been asked had

she appeared, which is believed to be why she refused to appear.

And finally, the Hearing Officer issued untrustworthy finding of fact by adopting

verbatim, not changing a single word or punctuation mark, the partisan findings of the

ODC prosecutor.

Such "adopted findings of fact and conclusions of law" - when finders of fact

lazily merely swallow whole proposed findings and conclusions prepared by prevailing

parties as was done here - have always been subject to great mistrust by courts'

Such mechanically "adopted findings of fact and conclusions of law" moreover

further denied Respondent an independent decision maker, considered contrary to

sound adjudicative policy, causing disrespect for a tribunalor agency, raising additional

concerns regarding due process requirements.
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Moreover, the Hearing Officer's adopted findings were substantially incomplete,

failing to address many materialfactual issues in the case, supra, another reason why

they were untrustworthy, as if the voluntary Hearing Officer, an opposing attorney at the

time in one of Respondent's cases, was abandoning his decision-making duties,

another due process hearing violation.

3. Due Process Post'Hearing Violations

The Board on February 13,2019, also adopted verbatim the ODC's Findings of Fact

and Recommendations which had been adopted verbatim by the Hearing Officer, and in

so doing, unknown to Respondent at the time, the Board Chairperson and one loud

outspoken Board Member, Mr. Horovitz, concealed from Respondent, subsequently

admitted by them, that Mr. Horovitz had a conflict of interest as one of two opposing

counsel in two of Respondent's cases.

DB Rule 2. @) prohibits Board Members "from taking part in any proceeding in

which a judge, similarly situated, would be required to abstain," and the Hawaii Revised

Code of Judicial Conduct, Rule 1.2, prohibits participation of a judge where that

participation presents the "appearance of impropriety," and its Rule 2.11 requires

"disqualification" or "recusal" of a judge in such circumstances'

Accordingly, the Board Chair went around the room at the December 13,2018

Board Hearing to consider the Hearing Officer's Report, asking if any Board Member

had a conflict of interest adverse to Respondent.

Two Board Members raised their hands, Board Member Jeffrey P. Miller

disclosing that he has been and still is an opposing attorney in one of Respondent's

cases (Sakal) recently before this Court in which Respondent's client prevailed, and the

other Board Member, Mr. O'Neill, disclosed that he was an IRS lawyer during the time

involved in the Smith matter.

However, Respondent immediately waived both conflicts of interest as not

requiring disqualification as there had been no acrimony among counsel in the Sakai

case and Mr. O'Neill stated that he had no connection with the IRS matter. No other

Board Member nor the Board Chair made any such disclosure and Respondent

recognized no other Board Member who had,
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The Board, adopting verbatim on February 13,2019 the Hearing Officer's Report

which adopted verbatim the ODC's flawed, prosecutorial, self-serving version of the

facts, nevertheless contrary to this Court's Rule 3.7(d) waited months without turning in

its Report to this Court, during which time on or about April 2, 2019 Respondent learned

that another Board Member, Mr. Horovitz, participating in the Board's vote, had a

conflict of interest as opposing counsel in two of Respondent's cases, sitting at the far

end of a very large conference table unrecognized by Respondent until after the Board

hearing on December 13, 2018 had been adjourned, in which two cases personal

acrimony between the two had been ongoing.

Respondent immediately filed to disqualify Mr. Horovitz and the entire Board,

seeking to set aside the Board's parroted decision of the ODC's findings.

Another Board hearing was held on April 25, 2019, to consider Respondent's

disqualification motion, at which hearing the Board Chairperson disclosed for the first

time that Mr. Horovitz had met with him secretly before the December 13, 2018 meeting

and had disclosed his conflict of interest to the Board Chairperson, who thereafter failed

to disclose it to Respondent at the earlier December 13,2018, Board Meeting, although

inconsistently inviting the conflicts of interest of Messrs. Miller and O'Neill to be

disclosed at that same hearing -- the Board then concluding that Respondent's

objection was nevertheless untimely.

That Decision also violated the Due Process Clauses of both the Hawaii State

Constitution and the United States Constitution, not depending, for instance, upon

whether Mr. Horovitz, the disqualified Board Member, cast the deciding vote or not.

And throughout the Board's review, it hindered Respondent's ability to defend

himself in many other ways, e.g., denying page enlargement requiring all four cases be

briefed in 14-point type with double spacing throughout the opening brief (DB Rule 24),

modifications denied, explaining in writing erroneously that that was the requirement for

Hawaii appellate briefs.

Finally, Supreme Court Rule 2.7(d) requires that any Board vote recommending

sanctions requires majority approval of the Board, yet over Respondent's objection the

Board refused to announce its vote recommending the disbarment of Respondent and

although that same Rule requires that it promptly submit its Report to this Court it waited
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months before doing so and when it did it did not submit to this Court its earlier

announced and published Report, but hired Charlene Norris to submit her own version

of the Board Report, whereas this Court disqualified her due to having represented

Respondent in the past, but left her penned Report in the Record as the Board Report

even though it was not the Board Report originally entered the Board.

What was originally entered pursuant to the requirements of your Rule 2.?(d) was

a verbatim adoption of the Hearing Officer's verbatim adoption of the proposed findings

and recommendation of the ODC prosecutor'

D. Legal Argument

Disbarment is a professional death sentence and must be subjected to the strictest

procedural due process scrutiny, as was explained by the United States Court of

Appeals in ln re Fisher, 179 F.3d 361 , 370 (1950):

The disbarment of an attorney is the destruction of his professional

life, his character, and his livelihood.**"!k* A removal of an attorney

from practice for a period of years entails the complete loss of a
clientele with its consequent uphill road of patient waiting to again re-

establish himself in the eyes of the public, in the good graces of the

courts and his fellow lawyers. ln the meantime, his income and

livelihood have ceased to exist. * * * * * The power, however, is not

an arbitrary and despotic one, to be exercised at the pleasure of the

court, or fiom passion, prejudice, or personal hostility; but it is the

duty of the court to exercise and regulate it by a sound and just
judicial discretion, whereby the rights and independence of the bar

may be as scrupulously guarded and maintained by the court, as the

rights and dignity of the court itself.

1. This Gourt's Conclusions Are Based on Untrustworthy lnsufficient Findings

Findings of fact are required to be "clear, specific, and complete," and

"sufficienly comprehensive and pertinent to the issues to form a basis for the decision

and whether they are supported by the evidence." Shannon v. Murphv, 49 Haw. 661,

668, 426 P.2d 816 (1 967).

State courts as well as state agencies similarly are required to make findings of

fact in proceedings which are injunctive in nature that are "definite" and "pertinent," and
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"they must include as much of the subsidiary facts as are necessary to disclose to this

court the steps by which the trial court reached his ultimate conclusion on each factual

issue." Lopez v. Tavares, 51 Haw. 94,97,451 P.2d 804, rehearing denied, 51 Haw.

141,451 P.2d 804 (1 969).

"A bare statement of ultimate conclusion" is insufficient under Hawaii case law to

support a judgment. Scott v. Contractors Ll , 2 Haw. App. 92, 94, 626 P.2d

199 (1981); such egregious an error requires orders and judgments to normally be

vacated and remanded on that ground alone. Ventura v. Grace. 3 Haw. App. 371 ,376,

650 P.2d 620 (1982).

Neither the ODC nor the Hearing Officer nor the Board addressed any of the

material facts set forth in this Motion bearing directly on the conduct of the Respondent,

and for that reason alone this Court's eight above conclusory statements should be

withdrawn.

2. This Court's Conclusions Are Based on Untrustworthy Adopted Findings

The Hearing Officer adopted verbatim, not changing a single word or punctuation

mark, the partisan findings of the ODC prosecutorand so did the Board. Such "adopted

findings of fact and conclusions of law" - when finders of fact merely swallow whole

proposed findings and conclusions prepared by prevailing parties as was done here --

have always been subject to great mistrust as explained by the United States Supreme

CourtinUnited',376U.S'651,656.657andno.4
(1964) (rubber stamping adopted findings "has been denounced by every court of

appeals save one" as "an abandonment of the duty and trust" placed in judges).

Such mechanically "adopted findings of fact and conclusions of law" are

furthermore considered contrary to sound adjudicative policy, causing disrespect for the

tribunal as explained by the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in Photo

Electronics Corp. v. Enqland , 581 F.2d 772,776-777 (9th Cir. 1978) ("wholesale adoption

of the prevailing party's proposed findings complicates the problems of appellate

review flt raisesl the possibility that there was insufficient independent evaluation

of the evidence and may cause the losing party to believe that his position has not been

given the consideration it deserves. These concerns have caused us to
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call for more careful scrutiny of adopted findings We scrutinize adopted findings

by conducting a painstaking review of the lower court proceedings and the evidence").

With respect to the eight conclusory findings created by the ODC, this Court

should have done to same before issuing a professional death sentence against

Respondent.

Neither the ODC nor the Hearing Officer nor the Board furthermore addressed

any of the material facts set forth in this Motion bearing directly on the conduct of the

Respondent, and for that reason alone this Court's eight above adopted conclusory

statements should be withdrawn.

3. This Court's Gonclusions Are Not Based on Clear and Convincing Evidence

The actual documented facts set forth above, in contrast to this Court's three-

time adopted, insufficient, ODC proposed findings, bear no resemblance to facts that

actually occurred in the underlying cases nor with regard to Respondent's truly

unblemished legal career free of any imposition by any court of any ethical discipline

upon him with respect to a single client out of many thousands.

lndeed, Respondent's record number of client testimonials attests to how well his

legal services are appreciated and respected, and how successful he has been for his

clients, most of whom would be overjoyed to secure such a settlement, for instance, as

the Andias did, especially after free of their monthly mortgage for four years and not

paying for legal services (Exhibit 33).

Yet those same character witnesses, even a few, were excluded from testifying

at the hearings by the Hearing Officer"

Surely common sense, surely an integral part of legal reasoning, suggests for

instance that the Andias have had a personal motive other than protecting the public.

4. This Court's Conclusions Are Those of Disqualified Triers of Fact

The presence of Mr. Horovitz alone on the Board voting to disbar Respondent is

reason enough to withdraw this Court's Order of Disbarment, especially considering that

he and the Chairperson sought to hide that fact, supra.
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ln Aetna Life lnsurance v. Lavoie,475 U.S.813 (1986), for instance, the United

States Supreme Court vacated an Alabama Supreme Court judgment because a state

supreme court judge, one of the five judges entering the judgment, was disqualified,

Justices Brennan and Blackburn finding it irrelevant that the disqualified judge had cast

the deciding vote, 475 U.S. at 830-831, and Justice Blackburn, with whom Justice

Marshall concurred, went even further, concluding, 475 U.S. at 831-833:

For me, Justice Embry's mere participation in the shared enterprise
of appellate decisionmaking - whether or not he ultimately wrote, or
even joined, the Alabama Supreme Court's opinion - posed an

y111.:ptuble danger of subtly distorting the decisionmaking process.

And to suggest that the author of an opinion where the final vote is 5
to 4 somehow plays a peculiarly decisive "leading role," ante, a|828,
ignores the possibility of a case where the author's powers of
persuasion produce an even larger margin of votes. lt makes little
sense to intimate that if Justice Embry's dissent had led two
colleagues to switch their votes, and the final vote had been 6 to 3,

Aetna would somehow not have been injured by his participation.

More importantly, even if Justice Embry had not written the court's
opinion, his participation in the case would have violated the Due
Process Clause. Our experience should tell us that the concessions
extracted as the price of joining an opinion may influence its shape
as decisively as the sentiments of its nominal author. To discern a
constitutionally significant difference between the author of an
opinion and the other judges who participated in a case ignores the
possibility that the collegial decisionmaking process that is the
hallmark of multimember courts led the author to alter the tone and
actual holding of the opinion to reach a majority, or to attain
unanimity-----
The violation of the Due Process Clause occurred when Justice
Embry sat on this case, for it was then the danger arose that his vote
and his views, potentially tainted by his interest in the pending Blue
Cross suit, would influence the votes and views of his colleagues.
The remaining events -- that another justice switched his vote and
that Justice Embry wrote the court's opinion -- illustrate, but do not
create, the constitutional infirmity that requires us to vacate the
judgment of the Alabama Supreme Court.

Morerecently,theUnitedStatesSupremeCourtin@,136
S. Ct. 1899 (2016), a death penalty case akin to Respondent's professional death

penalty disciplinary sentence, confronted the same issue as in Lavoie, and in a 5-to-3
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decision by Justice Kennedy writing for the majority, adopted the language and the

reasoning of the concurring opinions, supra, in Lavoie, 134 S. Ct' at 144-147:

ln past cases, the Court has not had to decide the question whether
a due process violation arising from a jurist's failure to recuse amounts

to harmless error if the jurist is on a multimember court and the jurist's

vote was not decisive. See Lavoie, supra. at 827-828. 106

s. cf. 1580, 89 L. Ed. 2d 823 (addressing "the question whether a
decision of a multimember tribunal must be vacated because of the
participation of one member who had an interest in the outcome of
the case," where that member's vote was outcome determinative)

. - - . [and]even if the judge in question did not cast a deciding vote.

The Court has little trouble concluding that a due process violation

arising from the participation of an interested judge is a defect "not

amenbble" to harmless-error review, regardless of whether the
judge's vote was dispositive . Puckett v. United Sfafeg 556 U. S' 129,

141, 129 S. Cf. 1423, 173 L. Ed.2d 266 (2009) (emphasis deleted).

The deliberations of an appellate panel, as a general rule, are

confidential. As a result, it is neither possible nor productive to

inquire whetherthe jurist in question might have influenced the views

of his or her colleagues during the decisionmaking process. . - - - As

Justice Brennan wrote in his Lavoie concurrence,

"The description of an opinion as being 'for the court'

connotes more than merely that the opinion has been joined

by a majority of the participating judges. lt reflects the fact

that these judges have exchanged ideas and arguments in
deciding the case. lt reflects the collective process of
deliberation which shapes the court's perceptions of which

issues must be addressed and, more importantly, how they

must be addressed. And, while the influence of any single
participant in this process can never be measured with

precision, experience teaches us that each member's
involvement plays a part in shaping the court's ultimate

disposition ." 475 [l S., at 831, 706 S. Ct. 1580, 89 L' Ed' 2d
823.

These considerations illustrate, moreover, that it does not matter

whether the disqualified judge's vote was necessary to the

disposition of the case. The fact that the interested judge's vote was

not dispositive may mean only that the judge was successful in

persuading most members of the court to accept his or her position.

Moreover, being tried twice by opposing counsel, first at the ODC level by Hearing

Office Hughes, and then being tried again at the Board level by Board Member Horovitz,

should shock the due process conscience of any court, especially when no
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conflict disclosure or recusal statement was made, even after the Board Chairperson

and Mr. Horovitz when challenged admitted that they had meet secretly just before the

Board met to decide Respondent's fact, they discussed Mr. Horovitz's conflict, yet said

nothing while the Board Chairperson had other attorneys on the Board raise their hands

forthe same undisclosed reason.

5. This Court's Gonclusions Deny Respondent a Meaningful Hearing

This Court is no stranger to the procedural due process requirements of a fair

hearing, as well of the past overreaching by the ODC, Breiner v. Sunderland , 112 Haw .

60, 143 P.3d 1262 (2OOO), upholding the right to a meaningful hearing in virtuallyevery

possible context; see, for instance:

ln re Smith,68 Haw.466, 471,719 P.2d 397 (1986) (Hawaiian Homes

Commission writ-of-assistance lease cancellation and seizure held violation of due

process of taw under Section 5, Article I of the Constitution of the State of Hawaii and

the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution of the United States of America, because of

lack a hearing);

Bank of Hawaii v. Kunimoto, gl Haw. 372,388,984 P.2d 1198 (1999) (a

criticized pro hac vice attorney has the right to a hearing);

State v. Christian, SS Haw.407 , 424,967 P.2d 239 (1998) (a criminal defendant

must be given a reasonable opportunityto defend);

Korean Buddhist Dae Won Sa Temole of H i v. Sullivan. 87 Haw. 217,243,

953 P.2d 1315 (1998) (reaffirming the right to be heard in height variance dispute,

otherwise find ing harmless error);

KgfnnAn-v.Tanaka, 75 Haw. 1,22,27-28,856 P.2d 1207, cert. denied, 510 U.S'

1119 (1993) (administrative revocation of driver's license upheld where reasonable

opportunity to be heard protected);

Evans v. Takao. 74 Haw. 267, 282-283, 842 P.2d 255 (1992) (reasonable

opportunity to be heard required in contempt proceedings);

Beach uncil of 70

Haw. 261, 378, 773 P.2d 25O (1989) (use permits require reasonable opportunityto be

heard, othenruise finding no due process violation);
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ln re Smith. 68 Haw.466, 471,719 P.2d 397 (1986) (Hawaiian Homes

Commission writ-of-assistance lease cancellation and seizure held violation of due

process of law because of lack a hearing); and

KNG Corporation v. Kim,1O7 Haw. 73,80, 82, 110 P.3d 397, reconsideration

denied, 107 Haw. 348,113 P.3d 799 (2005) (reasonable notice and an opportunity to be

heard are "the basic elements of procedural due process of law," decided in the context

of the imposition of a rent trust fund).

It is not a hearing, it is submitted, in the due process sense when relevant material

facts as here are simply ignored by the trier of fact, or an absent witness although

subpoenaed is allowed to testify as here through her husband yet unable to be cross-

examined, or the decision makers at two levels consist of one's opposing counsel in

several cases..

6. This Gourt's Disbarment Order Should Be Reconsidered as Manifest Error

The policy of the law favors disposition of litigation on the merits. Webb v. Harvev.

103 Haw.63,67,79 P.3d 681,685 (2003) (citing Compass Develooment. lnc. v.

Blevins, 10 Haw. App. 388, 402,876 P.2d 1335, 1341 (199a)); Rearden Familv Trust v.

Wisenbaker, 101 Haw.237,255,65 P.3d 1046 (2003) (citing Oahu Plumbins & Sheet

Metal. lnc. v. Kona Constr.. lnc.,60 Haw. 372,380,590 P.2d 570,576 (1979) (noting

"the preference for giving parties an opportunity to litigate claims or defenses on the

merits")).

Reconsideration is one means where appropriate of achieving that goal.

There is no "motion for reconsideration" by that express nomenclature at least

provided for anywhere in our Rules.

Recognizing the understandable need for flexibility, however, in allowing some

intelligent method for calling to a court's attention and for its reviewing possible

decisional errors, without first subjecting the parties and our already case-clogged

appellate courts to othenrvise potentially unnecessary, wasteful, and expensive further

proceedings and delay, in this case in federal court, courts have always freely

permitted, although admittedly not encouraged such motions except in clear cases of

manifest error.
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And motions for reconsideration have therefore frequently been employed for

that purpose in Hawaii and in our federal courts from whose civil practice rules Hawaii

has borrowed verbatim, Edward H. Bohlin Co. v. Banninq Co., 6 F.3d 350 (Sth Cir.

1ee3).

For instance, in the well-known Wright and Miller Treatise on Eeg!@|hgti€
and Procedure, 11 Fed. Prac. & Proc. Civ.2d, Section 2810.1 (rev. 1995), four separate

and independent grounds for proper Rule 59(e) consideration are identified:

First, the movant may demonstrate that the motion is necessary
to correct manifest errors of law or fact upon which the judgment
is based.

Second, the motion may be granted so that the moving party may
present newly discovered or previously unavailable evidence.

Third, the motion will be granted if necessary to prevent manifest
injustice. Serious misconduct of counsel may justify relief under
this theory. [Emphasis added]

Fourth, a Rule 59(e) motion may be justified by an intervening
change in controlling law.

The federal case law, upon which Hawaii law relating to reconsideration is based,

recognizes the obvious, that none of us are always if ever infallible - neither judges, nor

law clerks, and certainly not attorneys -- amply demonstrating that there is room in American

law for changes of mind.

Thus, in Aflantin lanal Fnrrndafinn lnc rr Flrne lnn 841 F. Supp.

51,54,55 (N.D. N.Y. 1993), Chief Judge McAvoy granted reconsideration, "the court

believing that its earlier ruling was in error," having been based, that Court freely

admitted, upon its "misunderstanding" of the applicable law.

And, as explained by the United States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit in

F.D.I.C. v. World University. lnc., 978 F.2d 10, 16 (1st Cir. 1992), "Rule 59(e) motions

are 'aimed at reconsideration, not initial consideration"' (citations omitted), and as such,

by their very nature -- as the name of the motion itself more than implies .. they are

addressed to matters already heard and litigated.

That does not mean, of course, that motions seeking reconsideration allow

Movants to merely reargue a case - and that is not what Respondent is doing here - for
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as explained succinctly by the United States District Court for the District of New York in

Motor Vehicles Manufacturers Association of the United States. lnc. v. New York State

ent of Environ mental Co , 831 F. Supp. 57, 60-61 (N.D. N.Y. 1993),on

there is a difference between reargument and the correction of manifest error:

Nonetheless, a motion for reconsideration under Rule 59(e)
is not simply a second opportunity for the movant to advance
arguments already rejected, or to present evidence which was
av-ailable but not previously introduced. Rather, the movant
must come forward and specifically identify those matters
which it believes the Court has overlooked and why such matters
would render the Court's prior decision erroneous. Absent such
a showing, the Court should not reconsider its earlier ruling. ln
the instant case Defendants have made an appropriate showing.
The record before the Court supports reconsideration at this time,
and for the reasons expressed below, the judgment previously
entered is hereby vacated ["because there are material questions
of fact remaining"].

To suggest to the contrary, that a court lacks the power to correct its own

mistakes is not only contrary to sound judicial policy, but not the law anywhere.

Going back to the origin of Rule 59(e), for instance, the twin of Rule 40 of the

Hawaii Rules of Appellate Procedure, as the United States Supreme Court in l4hitry
New Hampshire Department of Employment Securitv, 455 U.S. 445, 450, researched

and explained:

Rule 59(e) was added to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
in 1946.' lts draftsmen had a clear and narrow aim. According
to the accompanying Advisory committee Report, the Rule was
adopted to "mak[e] clear that the district court possesses the
powe/' to rectify its own mistakes in the period immediately
following the entry of judgment'

This Court has furthermore described Hawaii's Rule 59(e) as even more liberal in

this regard than its federal counterpart, Sousaris v. Miller.92 Haw. 505,513 n'9,993

P.2d 539 (2000).

And Respondent had no way of knowing which ODC arguments out of many this

Court would single out as the basis for its Order of Disbarment.
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E. Relief Sought bY ResPondent

Respondent responded in each situation above in complete conformity with the

applicable Hawaii and ABA Rules of ProfessionalConduct.

For all of the above reasons, this Court is therefore respectfully requested take a

second look at the Record for yourselves and to order the following relief in the protection

of the presumption of innocence, alternatively or combined as you may deem appropriate:

First, to suspend the Rules allowing for the studied reexamination of these

important issues given the severity of this Court's Order of Disbarment, and staying all

related deadlines pending a decision on this Motion for Reconsideration, and consider

scheduling an oral argument to clarify the Record, and if the Court wishes, Respondent

will have counsel represent him at any scheduled oral argument, and/or

Second, during the consideration of this Motion for Reconsideration and should

thereafter this Motion for Reconsideration be denied, to at once stay all related

deadlines in order to allow for an orderly transition.

Respondent is responsible for almost 400 cases in our courts and presently on

appeal, severalin this Court.

Time is therefore needed to restructure his law firm without him, to protect his

dozen employees and their families and children from sudden unemployment, to protect

his clients from sudden loss of representation many of whom have no money to employ

replacement counsel for their pro bono cases, and to protect court calendars on all

lslands from sudden incalculable scheduling disruptions'

DATED: Honolulu, Hawaii; September 21, 2020'

JOHN
GARY VICTOR DUBIN
Attorneys for Respondent
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Telephone: (808) 537-2300
Facsimile: (808) 523-7733
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DECLARATION OF GARY VICTOR DUBIN IN SUPPORT OF RECONSIDERATION

I, GARYVICTOR DUBIN, DECLARE:

1. I am the Respondent in these proceedings, and I make the within statements

based upon my own personal firsthand knowledge, pursuant to HRAP Rule 40(b), and

that the factualrecitals in these Motion Papers are true and correct as are the Exhibits.

2. I am begging every Member of this Court to personally review these motion

papers, because the conclusions set forth in this Court's disbarment order are not

consistent with and in fact are often contradicted by the actual underlying record.

3. Please allow me this one last request, as contrary to your finding, I have never

before been disciplined for ethicalviolations against a client, practicing for 57 years.

4. I came to Honolulu nearly 40 years ago and have gained tremendous, deserved

respect for every Member of this Court, including those Justices on all sides of your more

recent 3-2 opinions, and appreciate the role as advocate that I have been privileged to

play in some of this Court's most important consumer protection decisions.

5. fn fact, I have won over 100 Hawaii appeals, including on certiorari review in

this Court and in the United States Supreme Court, with more granted review now

pending, mostly in the protection of Hawaii homeowners as well as Hawaii businesses

owning real properties, and I have so much more to contribute stillto this community.

6. At the same time, I am mindful of the important and large workload of this

Court and respectful of this Court's limited time, especially your being one Member

short and having to coup now with the problems caused for the Judiciary by COVID-19.

7. Nevertheless, neither I nor any other attorney should have his life, especially

at 82, ended in such mistaken disgrace on a misapprehended, rambling, voluminous,

hodgepodge of a record, without being granted this one final courtesy and request.

I declare under penalty of law that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed at

Honolulu, Hawaii, on September 21, 2020.
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DECLARATION OF JOHN D. WAIHEE, III IN SUPPORT OF RECONSIDERATION

I, JOHN D. WAIHEE, III, DECLARE:

1. I am a Member of the Bar of this Court, and I make the within statements

based upon my own personal firsthand knowledge, and in good faith pursuant to HRAP

Rule 40(b), asking each Member of this Court urgently to personally review these

motion papers and to take a second look at the record in these proceedings.

2. Those Members of this Court who know me personally know I am not known

for exaggeration or hyperbole, and that as former Governor my overriding goal in life

remains above all else as yours the well-being and protection of the people of Hawaii'

3. For that reason alone, I write to you because I have read your September 9,

2O2O Disbarment Order of Gary Victor Dubin and personally know you have made a

grave error, apparently relying upon the mistaken judgment of another, and therefore

encourage each of you to personally review these motion papers prior to finaljudgment'

4. ln the many positions I have held both in the State Legislature and as

Governor, I have met and interacted with countless Members of the Hawaii Bar,

including Mr. Dubin who I have worked closely with for a number of years and who in

my experience without reservation is among the most honest and contributing Members

of our entire legal community and who does not deserve to be disbarred on this record.

5. I say this not only as a knowledgeable friend in support of his character and

his worth as a practicing attorney to this State, and certainly not because of that

friendship alone, but instead because I sat through the many prehearing conferences

and the seven days of his disciplinary hearings, witnessing firsthand the abuse he

experienced and can verify the truth of his factual representations to this Court in these

motion papers, including personally eye-witnessing the extraordinary manner in which

he was constantly denied due process of law as he summarizes for the Court.
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6. Unless you withdraw your Order of Disbarment, the result will truly be the

tragic conclusion of one of the most unjust chapters in the legal history of this State.

7. Mr. Dubin has been the champion of the rights of ordinary people in our

community who are neither wealthy nor influential, as their advocate and without regard

to his own personal financial sacrifices, and most of his cases have been of a pro bono

nature, including the many importantdecisions he has secured in this Court.

8. Some talk about Access to Justice. Mr. Dubin in his area of practice has done

more than talk about it; through his advocacy and the response of our appellate courts

in his cases he has created Access to Justice for thousands of Hawaii homeowners

without seeking any personal recognition or monetary or system rewards.

9. A people's practice such as his, however, spawns many irritated and powerful

adversaries and unseen vendettas, not an uncommon experience to many of us as well,

even though he serves as advocate and not decision maker, who in the role of decision

maker this Court has reversed in so many of his more than 100 successfulappeals.

10. This is a practice and a people's advocate who this Court should protect and

applaud, not disbar on such a flawed record as before you.

11. Again, neither Mr. Dubin nor I are asking anything more of you than each of

you personally read these motion papers; if so, we are confident that you and anyone

else reviewing this record would withdraw any such Order of Disbarment.

12. Your next step, it is respectfully submitted, might be to reexamine the entire

attorney regulatory system in Hawaii that in the name of this Court has fostered such

undeserved personal abuse waged against such an undeniably contributing Member of

the Hawaii Bar, and forthat purpose afterthis experience lgladly volunteermy services.

I declare under penalty of law that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed at

it

t- ,i , "tK

Honolulu, Hawaii, on September 21 ,2020

2

N. D. WAIHEE, III
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the date first written below true and correct copies of the

foregoing document were duly served upon the following attorneys via the Court's

JEFS' System, as follows:

Matthew S. Kohm, Esq.
1335 Hiahia Street
Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii 96793
Telephone: (808) 249-8968
E-Mail: mkohm@hawaii.rr.com

Special Counsel to Petitioner

Hamilton Phillips Fox, lll, Esq.
515 Fifth Street, NW, Room 117, Bldg. A
Washington, DC 20001
Telephone: (202) 638-1 50 1

E-Mail foxp@dcodc.org

Special Counsel to Petitioner

DATED: Honolulu, Hawaii; September 21, 202O

J N il
GARY VICTOR DUBIN
Attorneys for Respondent
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EXHIBIT 4



RULE TA G)(il COMPLIANCE
(some of where constitutional issues argued by Dubin below)

Opening Brief Before the Hawaii Supreme Court, May 5, 2020, pages 42-45

Supplemental Reconsideration Memorand um

before the Hawaii Supreme Court to Strike, November 8,2020, pages 1-4

Reconsideration Memorandum before the Hawaii Supreme Court to Strike,

November 6,2020, pages 1-5

Reply Declaration before the Hawaii Supreme Court, November 4,2020

Opening Brief before the Disciplinary Board, July 2,2019, pages 38-31

Hearing Memorandum before the Disciplinary Board, April 25, 2019, pages 1-3

Supplement Hearing Memorandum before the Disciplinary Board,

April 25,2019, pages 1-3

Disqualification Memorandum before the Disciplinary Board, April 3, 2019, pages 1-3

Disqualification Motion before the Disciplinary Board, April 3, 2019, pages 1-2


